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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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It is likely they all three will
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ital punishment probably attracted II
the most attention. The closeness
J,

has kept everything else in the background until the last few days, but
it is repotted now that the count
has proceeded far enough to announce with certainty that the
has been adopted by a
majority of at least 300 and the
legal executions in Arizona are a
thing of the past.
Under the provisions of the amend-Ime"no person convicted of the
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tic manipulation and by inefficient
public carrier service.
Vegetables SPECIAL ELECTION
covering hundreds of acres were left
in the fields of New Jersey this
NO SORE SPOTS
year because the farmers and gardRESULTS III FAVOR
eners could not ship their "truck"
with profit. It is the plan of those
who control the receipt of products.
OVER RESULTS and
OF REPUBLICAN
who regulate the prices, at certain established distributing points,
to prevent supplies from reaching
the markets in quantities that would
SAME SMILE AND WARM lower the cost to consumers.
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N. M. BAR EXAMINERS
county officials. The meat is said a negro policeman for fast driving poor prices for their outputs.
surrounded with dry state, after Utah day, is now in full swing and gives
to be that of the two missing cows ing. He put up a bond of $20 and
The statements made by this wit- goes
HELD
SESSION
MONDAY
from the Schutt herd, the owner of forfited it next day in police court
dry this winter and such pre,- - promise of indefinite continuance. All
ness, both as regard, the situation
been brought to bear that branches of the train service are be-tthe potatoes is unknown, while it is The president may go beyond the LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN
,ure.
in certain quarters of the
beMeved that the ceil of chicken wire borders of the country if he chooses,
Wyoming legislature is now vir- - ing taxed to the utmost to avoid
The State Board of Bar Examiners and as regards the character country
of the
ARIZONA IS ABOLISHED held a sess-'oto submit the question; oneestion. A heavy movement of
o. but seldom, if ever,
belong, to County Clerk Lorenzo
doe, so. A good
at the Supreme Court products affected, may be extended tually pledged
ote of the people.
stock, a brisk coal trade, and un- deal of talk was caused in Grover
room at the Capitol Building Mon- without departing from the facts, to to Mr.
f
Farley and Dr. Wadsworth left! precedented volujme of transconti-th- e
Mr. Schutt and his sons eame in, Cleveland's administration by the reday. The members ere M. E. Hickey, the whole country, and to practically
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assisting Deputy Ulibarri in bringing port that he hid gone beyond the Phoenix, Ariz. Next to the
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everything,
rid
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the
state of vailing at the oresent time. Raton
preparing
doubt but that the men accused arc. wki'e fishing. Exchange,
last election, the one to abolish cap- of Santa Fe.
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RUSSIANS LOSE

30,000

IN ROUT

Western NewKpap'-

f

OF GERMAN

REGULATIONS.

forces took
Tet rograd. Teutonic
the offensive In the region of Klselln
in Volhynia west of Lutsk. Tuesday's
war office statement says the Russians were pressed hack but that subsequently the position was regained.
posts

on the right bank of the Vardar river
on the Macedonian front have been
captured by the French, it Is an-

Tho operations
nounced officially
north of Monastir are being impeded
by snow.
Berlin claims the destruction of two
entente transports in the Mediterranean by a submarine, but this tho
British deny.
League of Nations May Result.
Germany's proposal
Washington.
for peace is regarded here as having
broken the chains which for months
have restrained the United States, a
well as other neutrals, from making
offers of mediation. Now that one
set of belligerents has signified Its
willingness 1o discuss peace terms
a condition often reiterated as necessary to any action by President
Wilson there are Indications that
when the United States, acting as the
intermediary, transmits the German
proposal, it may accompany Its action
by some steps to throw the Influence of the United Slates into the
balance for at least a consideration,
however preliminary, of the terms on
which a lasting peace might be
brought to the world. Some ranking
officials of the American government
believe a league of nations, such as
President Wilson has suggested, must
bt the outcome, and it could not be
perfected without the participat ion of
the I'nited States.
FRENCH WAR CABINET NAMED.
Five Members to Make Up New Council for National Defense,
Paris, Dec. 13. The new French
cabinet, according to the official list
available. Is comprised as follows:
Premier and minister of foreign afMinister of
fairs Aristide liriand.
finance Alexander Ribot. Minister of
war Gen. Hubert L. Yautey. Minister
Rear Admiral Laease. Minof marine
ister of fabrication nationale, includ
Ing munitions and transportation Al
bert Thomas. The five foregoing cab
inet members will form a council of
national defense.
Resides the ministers named, the
cabinet, according to the official list
will include Paul Painleve, minister of
Louis J. Maivy,
public instruction;
.
minister of the interior; Etlenne
minister of commerce and agri
culture; M. Herriot, minister of national subsistence and labor; Gaston
Douiuergue, minister of the colonies:
Rene Vlvlani, minister of justice and
public works.
Clem-entel-

Ask Ban on Liquor Ads in Mall.
Exclusion of liquor
Washington.
advertisements from the malls now Is
advocated by the Hoard of Temperance, Prohibition and Public Morals by
the Methodist Episcopal Church, In a
resolution declaring the liquor mailorder business In prohibition states Is
rapidly Increasing because of the
growing use of the mails to distribute
advertising literature. "Behind the request," says the resolution, "Is Intense
feeling on the part of our entire membership."

CABINET

FIVE MEN CHOSEN TO CARRY ON
WAR FOR EMPIRE.

Premier, Curzon President of Council; Law, Hender-so- n
and Milner Others in
Ruling Body.

Lloyd-Georg- e

London. The official list of the new
ministry follows the unofficial forecast
with two or three minor changes. Mr.
,
Lord Milner, Earl
Andrew Ilonar Law, and Arthur
Henderson form what is officially
termed the War Cabinet, while the
others, who ordinarily have been designated us Cabinet ministers, are
called heads of departments. The
other members of the ministry who
arc not in the War Cabinet, are:
Lord High Chancellor, Sir Robert
Hannatyne Kinlay.
Secretary of State for the Home Department, Sir George Cave.
AfSecretary of State for Foreign
fairs, Arthur J. Ilalfour.
Secretary of State for the Colonies,
Waller Hume Long.
Secretary of State for War, the Earl
of Derby
Secretary of State for India, Austen Chamberlain.
President of the Local Government
Hoard, ltaron Rhondia.
Minister of Labor, John Hodge.
President of the Hoard of Trade, Sir
Alliert Stanley.
First Lord of the Admiralty, Sir Edward Carson.
Minister of Munitions, Dr. Christopher Addison.
Minister of Hlockude, Lord Robert
Cur-zon-

Lloyd-Georg-

BUZEN, R.

e

s

U. S. PROTESTS BELGIAN

DRAFT.

Berlin Told Forced Labor of Civilians
Is Contrary to Humanity.
Washington. A note to Germany
protesting against the deportation of
Belgians for forced labor as contrary
to all precedents and human princi
practice was
ples of international
made public by the Stale Department.
The note was cabled to Charge Grew
at Berlin Nov. 23, the day Ambassador
Cecil.
Gerard discussed the subject with
Food Controller, Karon Davenport.
President Wilson, with Instructions
that he read it personally to the Ger
Shipping Controller, Sir Joseph
man chancellor.
Maclay.
President of the Board of EducaA decision to protest
formally
tion, Herbert A. L. Fisher.
against the treatment of the Belgians
Sir
of
WorkB,
Commissioner
First
followed unsuccessful informal efAlfred M. Mond.
forts by Charge Grew under Instruc
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancas-ler- , tions that he say Informally to the
Sir Frederick Cawley.
Berlin foreign office that the deporta,
Albert
Postmaster-Generaltions were having a most unfavorable
effect upon neutrals, particularly the
Minister of Pensions, George N. United States.
Ilarnes.
Recount in Arizona Governorship.
Attorney General, Sir Frederick E.
Smith.
Ariz. An inspection of the
Phoenix,
Solicitor General. Gordon llewart, ballots of Maricopa county in the con
K.C
test of Gov. Hunt against Thomas E
Secretary for Scotland, Mr. Munro. Campbell was started Tuesday under
Lord Advocate, James A. Clyde,
an order of the Superior Court. The
K C.
will be conducted by Homer
Solicitor-Genera- l
for Scotland, Thos. Inspection
R Wood for the governor, George
11. Morison, K. C.
for Mr. Campbell and Thomas
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, Baron
W. Nealon for the court.
Wlnliourne.
Chief Secretary for Ireland, Henry
Berlin Socialist Organ Asks Peace.
E. Duke.
London. A Reuter dispatch from
Lord Chancellor for Iceland. IgnaAmsterdam quotes the German Socialtius J. O'Brien, K. C.
Sir Robert Hannatyne Kinlay. in ac- ist newspaper, Vorwaerts, as saying
cepting the office of Lord High Chan- that despite the victory in Rumania
cellor stipulated that bis right to a Germany still wants peace.
pension be waived.
Carranza's Assassination Denied.
Thousand Killed by Explosion.
Nuevo Laredo, Tex. Reports that
in
Russian
a
Berlin. An explosion
Gen. Venustiano Carranza had been
ammunition plant caused the death of assassinated at Queretaro were deto
the nied in official quarters here.
about 1,(K)( persons, according
Overseas News Agency, quoting the
Russian newspaper Rech.
Law Jan. 8.
Argue Eight-Hou- r
Deutschland Reaches Home Port.
Arguments on the
Washington.
of the Adamson
Berlin. The German commercial constitutionality
law were set by the Su
submarine Deutschland returning from eight-hou- r
the I'nited States, arrived off the preme Court for Jan. 8.
mouth of the Weser.
New French Cabinet.
Paper Factory Brland Forming
New
Premier
Briand has
A
and
Wash.
Washington
pulp
Port Angeles,
Cabnews print paper manufacturing plant begun formation of a new French
inet, Ambassador Sharpe cabled the
lepresenting an investment of $2,000,-10State Department.
will be built here.
Pa-to-

llling-wortl-

-

0

Washington.

'

anti-capit-

to the emperor.

APPROPRIATIONS ASKED
MOUNTAIN
ONLY $10,000 GIVEN
PARK BY FEDERAL ESTIMATE.
Makes Recommendations for
and Com
Remodeling, Building
pleting Colorado Public Buildings.

McAdoo

Western ZJewspaper Union News Service.

The treasury esti.Washington.
mates of appropriations required for
next fiscal year submitted to Congress by Secretary McAdoo include an
estimate of only $10,000 for Rocky
Mountain National park. The Interior
Department holds that as long as the
in the
$10,000 limitation remains
original act it is useless to make estimates required to develop the park.
Senator Shafroth regrets that the department takes this attitude, but will
press his legislation to remove the
limitation.
The department proiwses to spend
$7,440 of the .$10,000 for salaries, and
the remainder as follows: Three miles
of trail, $300; repair and maintenance
of trails, $918; repair and maintenance of telephone line, $100; fighting
forest fires, $200; livery and expenses supervisor's office, $1,042.
For Mesa Verde National park $83,-5C8.20 is estimated, including $8,000 to
erect an administration building and
museum.
For public buildings in Colorado the
following estimates are submitted:
Denver, for remodeling and repairs
to custom house, $15,000; Dnrango,
Fort Mor$20,000;
completion,
gan, completion, $49,500; Glenwood
Springs, continuation, $05,000; Grand
Junction, completion, $30,000.
For the Denver mint the following
appropriations are asked:
Salaries, $45,400; wages of workmen, $92,000; contingent expenses, including new machinery and repairs,

I

-

It was announced at the department

that the evidence had been sent as

a matter of courtesy to allow the
perial government to offer any other
facts It may huve before the United
States takes its next step. Officials
indicated also that any move by this
government might be delayed until
complete information concerning the
British liner Arabia, for which Great
Britain has been askod, could be sent
to Berlin.
In response to Inquiries Germany
has admitted the torpedoing without
warning of both the Marina and
Arabia, stating that her submarine
commanders took them for transports
and asking the United States to furnish any evidence it might have to
the contrary.
As to the Marina, officials regarded
the case us complete. According to
the evidence, while carrying a cargo
of horses and other freight, she was
torpedoed and sunk without warning,
100 miles from shore, in a high sea,
with no provision for the safety of
those on board.
im-

German airplanes
Four
Paris.
were brought down, two of them on
the Verdun front and two in the
Champagne, the war office announces.
Intermittent cannonading occurred
south of the Somme.
Austro-German-

s

railroad center of

nearlng

important

Buzen after emerging from the swamp lands of the Jalo-mitz- a

river.
Heavy cannonading reported from
the Somme and Verdun fronts by both
Berlin and Paris. No infantry action
mentioned.
Several thousand additional Rumanians captured ?n region of Ploe-chtaccording to Berlin. Total Rumanian losses in prisoners alone now
estimated at 140,000 men.
Allies report advance of several
hundred yards In fighting along Macedonian front.
Greek situation fxpected to resolve
into war against the allies at any moment. Revolt has started in Cyclades
islands.

l,

Greece appears to be on the verge
against the allies. American minister confers with the King.
Entente ultimatum handed to Constantino. Twenty thousand men un$50,000.
Those estimates are an increase der arms in and near Athens and
over last year of $2,000 in wages and more than 1,000 Venizelists impris$12,000 In contingent expenses of the oned. Teutonic allies progressing in
mint.
Rumania, but Petrograd asserts RuVot the Grand valley reclamation manians have forced a retreat northproject $192,000 is estimated, against east of Bucharest. Berlin admits loss
$309,000 appropriated for the present of a height on Transylvanlan frontier.
year. For the Uncompahgre project, Berlin records repulse of heavy attack
$398,000 is estimated, against $88,000 by entente forces near Monastir.
for the present year.
An estimate is submitted of $75,000 VILLA SPURNED WOMAN'S PLEA.
for establishment of three more minWoman Declares Bandit Given Million
ing stations.
Pesos After Threatening to Burn
Gen. Petain to Succeed Gen. Joffre.
City of Chihuahua.
Los Angeles, Calif. Details of perWashington. Private advices from
Paris telling of the secret proceedings sonal appeals to Francisco Villa for
in the French Chamber of Deputies consideration at his hands while he
during last week confirm previous re- was in control of Chihuahua City are
ports that Gen. Petain, the defender, recited in a letter from Mrs. Barnett
of Verdun, Is to succeed Gen. Joffre Dannis, whose husband is proprietor
in supreme command of all the allied of a general merchandise store there.
forces on the western battlefront, as The letter to her son, Samuel Dannis,
the first result of radical changes In a Los Angeles attorney, asserts that
little Villa was given 1,000,000 pesos after
Gen.
Petain,
organization.
known outside the French army, was he had threatened to burn Chihuahua
colonel at the outbreak of the war.
City if the silver was not forthcoming.
Villa also made threats, the letter
says, to relieve Americans tn Mexico
Third American Slain.
of all their property and valuables.
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 9. Murder of
The Dannis store was looted.
another American by Villa bandits
and Mexicans were
"Chinamen
Dr. Fisher of Santa Rosalia has
scores. Dead are strewn
killed
the
outby
of
fresh
the
to
list
added
been
all over the city."
rages against foreigners in Mexico.
Dr. Fisher was the third American
Public Opinion to Decide.
whose violent death at the hands of
American public opinWashington.
two
in
Villa's men had been reported
davs. the others being Howard Gray, ion will decide what Bteps, if any, the
or Weeks, formerly of Denver, and an government shall take to follow up its
American named Foster, who was protest to Germany against the deportation of Belgians.
burned at the stake at Torreon.

Anti-Wa-

Steer Brings $1,960.
Chleaeo. C a 1 f o r n I a Favorite,
awarded the grand steer champion-shiof the International Live Stock
Exposition here, was sold at auction
to a Detroit packing firm for $1,960.
The price is declared to be the highest ever paid for beef.
Prize-Winnin- g

1

Gonzales Denies fiahtinj at Fresno.
Ohio Lieutenant Die..
Te.-JJe- ut.
Jnares. Gen. Francisco '' Gonzales
.
James
Panoy
of tho Ohio field hospital. denied there had been fighting be
Company X, died at the hose hospital tween Gen. Osnna and bandit force
car Fresno, Chihuahua.
at Fort Bliss.
...

t

office.

Marquis Mayeda, a special envoy of
:he emperor of Japan, arrived in
Xmerica recently on his way from Eng.
and. It is said he carries from King
ieorge a very Important secret mes-ag- e

r
Fund.
Women Give
Washineton. With almost all Old
World nations spending millions daily
in battle the Woman's Peace Party
closed its convention here by subscribing $5,000 "to oppose war."

n

clear-cu-

violation of German pledges in
the sinking of the British steamer
Marina, with the loss of six American
lives, has been forwarded to Berlin
for submission to the German foreign

Eight Dead in Factory Explosion.
Peterboro, Ont. An explosion and
Elton's Execution Delayed.
fire destroyed the Quaker Oats buildMexico City. The execution of ings here with an estimated loss of
Harold Elton has again been postponed eight lives and injuries to ten other
persons.
by the Mexican government.
Proclamation Puts Laws Into Effect.
Hunt
Arix. Governor
Phoenix,
signed a proclamation In which was
embodied the declaration of the carrying of the prohibition amendment,
punishment bill, and
the
a revised game law. The three laws
went into effect when the proclamation- was signed.

Information assembled

by some officials to present a

Jane Addamt Tells Plan to End War.
Washington. Jane Addams appeared
before the House committee on foreign affairs and discussed a "general
plan" for bringing to an end the European war through the action of the
United States.

Peace Talk Halts Cotton Drop.
Cotton Drops (5 in Wild Slump.
New York. The announcement of
Orleans. A violent break of
New
German peace proposals served to more than $5 a bale, one of the widest
slop the decline of the cotton market declines ever recorded in a single aes-'here Tuesday morning, prices adin this market, resulted in cotton
vancing from the opening of 18.18 for Friday from liquidation and short sellMar to 18.50, or about $3.50
ing, following the census bureau- report on cotton ginned to Dec 1.
Stock Market Panicky.
New York. News of Germany's
Die. . . . .
Chile
peace proposals bit the stock market
Chile. Jermaln
Bieaco,
Santiago,
hard Tuesday. Within .thirty minutes ir ho was president of the republic for
after - the flash reached the Street Ihe term which ended la 1906, died
Stocks had declined generally.
We.

CENTER.

at the State Department and believed

Loot Oklahoma Bank ef $16,000.
Vinlta, Okla. Four masked bandits
looted the Farmers' Stat Bank here
of $16,000 and fled from the city in an
automobile after locking J. S. Martin,
cashier, in one of the vaults of the
bank.

Sides Anxious for Peace.
Washington. Recent personal investigations of conditions in England,
France and Germany, revealed that
the mass of people in all these countries are anxious for peace. Miss
Madeline Doty of New York told the
annual meeting of the Woman's Peace
party.
Both

R.

DASH ON

Western Newspaper Union Nev Service

1

third-clas-

LAUNCH

n

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DENVER MARKETS.

Cattle.
Steers, ((hay fed), good to
choice
$7.258.25
Steers (hay fed), fair to
'

6.75

good

TROOPS IN RU

MANIA

s

NEW BRITISH

Governments at Vienna, Constantinople and Sofia Transmitted Notes
MuklngSlmllar Proposals, Which
Were Communicated to Neutral Powers.

VIOLATIONS.

AUSTRO-GERMA-

first-clas- s

Mrs. G. A. Rebentisch has joined
her parents, Senator and Mrs. Reed
Smoot of Utah, in Washington, where
she will spend the winter. She is
'avorite in the capital's official set

TEXT OF MESSAGE WHICH U. S.
WILL PRESENT TO ALLIED
POWERS.

Wentern

BASIS.

Washington. One cent postage for
local
mall deliveries and a
zone system of rates for second-clasmatter which is expected greatly to
increase the charges for magazines
and other periodicals having a nationwide circulation, are provided for in
the annual postoffice appropriation
bill as virtually completed in committee. The measure, carrying appropriations totalling ubout $327,0H),UOO will
be reported to the House.
Under the
postage provision
tile rale ou letters and other mail
mailer of tho first class, when deposited in any postoffice or branch
postoffice or letter box or postoffice
in the delivery district, for delivery
within the limits of the postoffice city
or rural delivery district, would be
cut in half.
The zone proposals for handling
newspapers und magazines, which now
cent a pound, is
pay a flat rate of
regarded as one of the most radical
changes in postage rates in years. It
divides the country into eight zones,
with rates chargeable ranging from 1
cc'nt for WW miles to C cents for 1,800
miles or more.
The hulk of daily newspapers, the
committee believes, will not he affected, because they do not circulate beradius.
yond a
Among other provisions, the bill in
creases rales for mail order catalogs
from 2 to 8 cents a pound, making
them
matter, instead of
parcel post; raises the limitations on
promotions of clerks and carriers In
first and second-clas- s
postoffices;
broadens the postmaster general's au
thority to deal with lotteries, drugs
and poisons, and Increases the rural
delivery appropriation by $4,000,000
over the $49,000,000 recommended by
Assistant Postmaster General Blaks
lee.

NOTE

DESTROY FOUR PLANES

IS ASKED

Weatern NewKiHiei- Union Newii Service.

statement.

,

MANY CHANGES

ZONE

Hu-ze-

,

IN

PROPOSE TO ASSESS NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES ON

Austro-Oerma-

Five small Bulgarian

STATE DEPARTMENT FORWARDS
WHAT 18 BELIEVED EVIDENCE

$327,000,000

New

Berlin, Dec. 13. Heavy attacks by
the Russians In the wooded Carpathians and along the Moldavian frontier
of Rumania were renewed, nays the
The attackB
war office statement.
were repulsed. The lown of Mlzil on
the railway between I'loeehti and
has been captured by the
Urzlceni also has
forces.
been occupied.
Desperate attacks are being continued by the entente forces in the Monastir region on the Macedonian from,
but without success the war office announced.
The Austro Hungarian war office
communication slates:
"Front of Archduke Joseph: In the
Carpathians the Russians, in spite of
losses last week, estimated at least
Sii.iiuo men, have cgain and again at
tacked our positions without success.
"Army of (len. von Arse: In the
frontier sector west, and northwest of
Oena we again repulsed several advances."
Heavy artillery actions on the
Franco-Belgiafront, both in the
Somme region and the Verdun sector,
are reported In army headquarters

Taris.

BILL

APPROPRIATION

POSTAL

CERNA RIVER REGION OF
SERBIA IS THE SCENE OF
TEUTON SUCCESSES.

GERMAN JEAGE

SENT TO BERLIN

MAKES

ATTACKS AT MONASTIR

FACTS ON RAIDS

SEEMS ASSURED
HOUSE

TEUTONS HURL BACK REPEATEO
ASSAULTS ON RUMANIAN BORDER IN CARPATHIANS.

THE

MARQUIS MAYEDA

PENNY POST NOW

of revolt

Guardsmen Ordered Home.
San Antonio. Major General Funs-togave out a partial list of the destinations of the 5,676 national guardsmen ordered home from the border.
All will leave between Dec. 12 and 18.
Battery A, Utah field artillery, stationed at Nogales, Ariz., will entrain
for Fort Douglas, Utah. The Second
Idaho infantry, Nogales, will go to the
same point for mustering out. The
First battalion, California field artillery, on duty at Nogales, will go direct
to California.
n

Shackleton to Rescue Rest of Crew.
London. Sir Ernest Shackleton will
sail from Dunedin, New Zealand, for
Ross sea on Dec. 16 to rescue the
members of his antarctic expedition
marooned there, according to a Renter's dispatch from jWellington.
Georgia Congressman Dies.
Representative SamWashington.
uel J. Tribble, Democrat, of Athens,
Go, died here as the result of a stroke
of apoplexy "suffered three days ago.
Ha was serving his third term tm
Con gress.

Newspaper Union News

Kervk-e-

Berlin, Dec. 13. Following la the
text of the note addressed by Germany and her allies to the hostile governments:
"To His Excellency, the Ambassador
of the United States of America to
the German Empire:
"The most terrific war ever experienced In hiBtory has been raging for
the last two years and a half over a
large part of the world a catastrophe
which thousands of years of common
civilization was unable to prevent and
which injures the most precious
achievements of humanity.
"Our aims are not to shatter nor
annihilate our adversaries. In spite of
our consciousness of our military and
economic strength and our readiness
to continue the war (which has been
forced upon us) until the bitter end,
at the same time,
if necessary;
prompted by the desire to avoid further bloodshed and make an end to
the atrocities of war, the four allied
powers propose to enter forthwith
Into peace negotiations.
"The propositions which they bring
forward for suci negotiations and
which have for their object a guarantee of the existence of the honor and
liberty of evolution for their nations
are, according to their firm belief, an
appropriate basis for the establishment of a lasting peace.
"The four allied powers have been
obliged to take up arms to defend Justice and the liberty of national evolution. The glorious deeds of our armies
have In no way altered their purpose.
We always maintained the firm belief
that our own rights and justified
claims in no way control the rights
of these nations.
"The spiritual and material progress
which were the pride of Europe at
the beginning of the twentieth century are threatened with ruin, Germany and her allie3,
Bulgaria and Turkey, gave proof of
their unconquerable strength in this
struggle. They gained gigantic advansuperior in
tage over adversaries
number and war material. Our lines
stand unshaken against
attempts made by armies.
"The last attack in the Balkans has
been rapidly and victoriously overcome. The most recent events have
demonstrated that further continuance
of the war will not result in breaking
the resistance of our forces and the
whole situation with regard to our
troops justifies our expectation of further successes.
"If, Mi ,iite of this offer of peace
and reconciliation, the struggle should
go on, the four allied powers are resolved to continue to a victorious end,
but they disclaim responsibility for
this before humanity and history. The
Imperial government, through the
good offices of your excellency, asks
the government of the United States
to .bring this communication to the
knowledge of the governments of
France, Great Britain, Russia,
Japan, Serbia and Rumania.
"HOLLWEG."
Austria-Hungar-

d

Bel-glu-

Specific Terms Not Named.
Washington, Dec. 13. The absence
of any specific terms for peace In the
German note or in the German chancellor's speech was In a measure a
disappointment to those who expected
some concrete expression of a basis
on which negotiations mighj. begin.
Advices from Berlin to the German
embassy Indicate, however, that Germany's peace terms, in general measure, propose the restoration of the
status quo before the war, with the
exception of the establishment of independent kingdoms of Poland and
Lithuania.
They are understood to propose the
complete restoration of the occupied
portions of Belgium and France in return for Germany's captured colonies
and to dispose of the Balkan situation,
because of its extremely complicated
nature, in the peace conference.
"In the note the four allied (central)
powers propose to enter forthwith on
peace negotiations. The propositions
which they bring for such negotiatons
are, according to their firm belief, appropriate for the establishment of a
lasting peace.
"The governments at Vienna, Conand Sofia transmitted
stantinople
Identical notes and also communicated with the holy see and all neutral
powers."
The German peace offer was almost
the sole topic of discussion at the dinner to the Cabinet given by President
'
and Mrs. Wilson.
"Fight On," Kaiser Orders Armies.
London. A Central News dispatch
from Amsterdam says it is announced
officially in Berlin that Emperor William has notified his commanding generals of Germany's peace offer and has
informed them it is still uncertain
whether the offer will be accepted.
Until that uncertainty is ended, the
message says, they are to fight on.
Germany's move for peace comes
just two years and 133 days after she
declared war on Russia and two years
and 129 days after England declared
war on Germany.

to

Steers, grassers, good
choice
Steers, grassers, fair

7.008.25

to

6.507.00
6.757.50

good

Heifers, prime
Cows (hay fed), good
choice
Cows (hay fed), fair
.'
good
Cows, grassers
Cows, grassers
Cows, canners

(good)
(fair)

7.25

to

6.257.0O

to

5.506.25
6.256.75
5.306.25
4 005.25
7.508.60

. ..

Veal calves
4.505.6O
Bulls
4.605.60
Feeding cows
6.257.60
Breeding heifers
Feeders and stockers, good
7.007.75
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
6.007.00
to good
Feeders and stockers, common to fair
5.756.25
Good hogs

Hogs.

9.459.90
a

Wethers
Yearlings
Lambs
Ewes
Feeder lambs
Feeder ewes

Sheep.

.

.$7.758.25
9 009.5O
10.7511.50

6.757

9.60

50
10.25

6.506.50

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.

Hay.
Buying Prices.
Colorado upland, per ton.$14.0015.00
Nebraska upland, per ton 12.0013.OO
Second bottom Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton 11.50 12 50
1C.OO17 00
Timothy, per ton
Il.00jfi2.v0
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, per
17.0018.00
ton
San Luis Valley, per ton 14.50(15.50
Gunnison Valley, per ton 15.5016.50
5.00
4.00
Straw, per ton
Grain,
Wheat, ch. Mill., 100 lbs., buying. .$2.57
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs., buying., i.75
Nebraska oats, 100 lbs., buying... 1.85
1.85
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
1.95
Corn chop, sack, selling
1.95
Corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs., sell150
ing
Flour.
Hungarian Patent

$4.20

Dressed Poultry,
Less 10 Per Cent Commission.
23
25
Turkeys, fancy D. P
20 a 22
Turkeys, old toms
16
15
Turkeys, choice
15
Hens, fancy
16
15
Springs, lb
14
Ducks, young
14
13
Geese
U
8
Roosters
Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F. O. B. Denver:
13
Hens, 5 lbs. and over, lb...
12
9
Hens, under 5 lbs., lb
11
14
Springs, lb
.06
Roosters
18
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over... 17
11
Ducks, young
12
Geese
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, P.
42
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
30
O. B. Denver
Eggs, case count, misc.
Cases, less commission. U.00ll.50
Butter.
Creameries, ex 1st grd., lb. 38
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. . .
34
Process
Packing stock

39

36
35
28

Fruit.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box . .$l.002.00
Pears, Colo., winter, box .. 2.503.00
Vegetables.
1.50
$
Carrots, cwt
cwt
2.503.OO
Cabbage,
08
.10
Cauliflower, lb
.60
Celery, pascal, home grown .35
17
.20
Onions, table, dox
3.004.0O
Onions, cwt
2.503.0O
Potatoes, cwt
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
Prices for Metals.
Bar silver
....$ .75
Spelter, per 100 lbs., St. Louis. 12.67
Lead, per 100 lbs., New York. 7.50
. . . 32.12
Copper, casting
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, 115.00 17.00 per unit Crude
ores, 60 per cent, $15.00; 25 per cent,
S9.4012.00; 10 per cent, l8.7010.0O
per unit.
i

Kansas City Produce.
City. Butter Creamery,
firsts, 37c; seconds, 85c;

. Kansas

39c;

packing, 26V4c
'
Eggs Firsts, 40c.
Poultry Hens, 15c; roosters, 12c:
turkeys, 22c.
Duluth Linseed On track and arrive, $2.87; choice, $2.87; December,
bid.
$2.85
asked; May. $2.89
-$
Live
Stock
Quotations.
Chicago
Chicago Hogs Bulk. $9.65 10.10;
light, $.05i9.9a: mixed, I9.4Sral0.25;
heavy, $9.60t 10.30; rough. $9.60.7S;
pigs, $6.8508.80.
Cattle Native beef cattle, $7.00
12.60; Western steers, $7.O010.50;
and feeders, $4.607.85;
stockers
cows and heifers, $3.85 10.15; calves,
$9.50

18.25.

Sheep Wethers. $8.70 9.60; ewes,
$5.159.nQ; lambs, $10.5013,25.
Cotton Market
York. Cotton
New
December,
18.50; January, 18.75; March, 18.85;
May, 19.05; July,
October, 17.17.
19-1-

Londoners Opposed to Peace.
Chicago Grain and Prevision Prices.
London. A strong current of pubChicago. Wheat No. 3 red, $1,659
lic sentiment opposed to the German
No. 2 hard, $1.79.
peace proposal was evident in the ex- 1.73;
2 yellow, 4c; No. 4 yelpressions Tuesday night both from '. Corn No.
4
public men and the British press, al- low. Blc; No. white,
Oats No. S white,
though these were without any word
from high authoritative sources indi- standard, 54 54 4c
'
Rye No. 2, $1.43.
cating the attitude of the governit.X
Barley 90c $L2I. ; rment. It was noticeable that .the proTimothy $3.25SJO.
posal had not created any profound
Clover $12.00 17.00.
Impression among the average LonPork $28.50.
doners. There was little talk In the
Lard 416.17.
hotels or other public places.
Ribs $1J.3013.80.

90l3e.

6S54e;

-v
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BARH ADAPTED
TO SMALL FARM
Provides for the Housing of Live
Stock, Machinery, Etc.,
Under One Roof.
HAYMOW

MADE

A

FEATURE

ranged to furnish space for the live
stock, wagons and implements of a
small farm.
The foundation Is well built of concrete, having the walls carried down
below frost, and up above grude so
that moisture cannot get to the sills
nnd rot the wood. The floor Is of concrete throughout nnd Is level und finished smooth, with the exception of
the cow stable floor, In which the man
ger nnd gutter tire formed. The smooth
concrete floor Is easily kept clean and
is therefore an ideal floor In ull parts
of the burn except In the horse stalls,
where the hurd surface Is objection
able. In the stulls a wood block or
other floor may be laid over the con POINTS
OF GOOD DAIRY COW
crete, giving a construction which
capable of renewal and Is not subject Animal Is Machine to
Manufacture
to settling. The concrete surface may
Largest Amount of Milk From Food
be nmde gritty In bnck of the cow
Consumed Her Make-Up- .
stulls to prevent slipping.
The floor plan shows stabling for six
R. H. WILLIAMS. Department
of
cows In one corner of the barn, while (By
Animal Husbandry, University of Art
the opposite side is given over to the
The dairy cow Is a machine to
horses.
There Is stabling for four
horses In the single stulls, and a box manufacture the largest amount of
stall Is furnished to provide spnee for milk from the food consumed. It
an animal which requires Individual has been found that the cows which
A harness room Is built make the most efficient milk ma
attention.
chines ure those with speciul dairy
hundy to the horse stalls.
The dairy cow should be
points.
There Is a small grain room nnd
to large In size nnd show
spnee for wagons or implements, with medium
angnlurlty in outline,
n convenient doorwny 1C feet wide, considerable
The concrete floor la the Implement She should be feminine In appearroom is an ndvuntnge, since It keeps unee, have a rather long neck
the wheels of the implements in the smooth shoulders, prominent backbone,
with open rilis, and a nice silky coat
best of condition.
Overhead Is a considerable storage of hair wilh mellow, pliable skin. All
space for hay or other kinds of fod
der. The mow Is nearly 30 feet In
height, measured from the haymow
floor, and this space Is free from posts
or crosswise timbers. This mow space
is ample for the small farm nnd will
be greatly appreciated by the farmer.
The mow may be filled easily and
quickly by means of n horse fork
which operates from the projection at
the front end of the barn.
track is suspended
The
from the short collar beam close up
under the peak of the roof. The car
Is one of the new varieties that work
so easily and freely that the oldtlme
horse-fortroubles are forgotten. The
car rolls out on the track projection
so the fork drops lightly onto the con
ter of the load and the big forkfuls
are lifted ensily, quickly and noise
lessly. The large upper doors nre 12
feet in width nnd 10 feet in height, u
size large enough to give free nccess
to a large forkful of hay without knock
Head of Contented Cow.
Ing against the sides.
The door sill reaches down to admit good dairy cows have a large barrel
forkfuls of liny with a lower hoist tin and a large capacity udder. The udder
til the mow is well filled.
should be attached high behind and ex
The perspective view of the bnrn tend well up toward the belly. The
gives a suggestion which Is useful. width of the udder should be us great
The round watering tank muy be mndi us possible. One should look carefully
at the same time the foundation wall. for the mammary development In the
dairy cow. This consists of large veins,
which extend along the abdomen from
the udder towards the front limbs.
The veins should be large, crooked,
branching out, extending well towards
the front legs and entering the body
through large holes called milk wells.
Such a cow should pay her way and
produce the largest amount of milk
from a given quantity of food.

0
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Form of Construction Enable It to Be
Filled Easily and Quickly Ample
Stabling for Six Cows and
Five Horses, With Harness Room.
A. RADFORD.
By WILLIAM
Mr. William A. Rad'ord will answer
and
give advice FREK OF
questions
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, (or
the readers of tills paper. On account of
his wide experience aa Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
highest authority on all theBe subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only inclose two-cestamp for
reply.

VATCil SPARK COIL

stock, machinery and other objects
which require shelter with ns few
buildings ns possible. This requires
the combination of several buildings
Into one building, or rather the use of
one building for several purposes. This
practice suves a great deal of space
nnd makes the farm more convenient
than It would be if a larger number
of small buildings were used, to say
nothing of the saving lu construction
cost.
In eliminating some of the unnecessary small buildings, the saving Is
available to Improve the quality of the
larger barn. A type of construction
must be selected which will furnish a
maximum capacity barn from a minimum quantity of lumber. Recent Improvements In barn design have been
directed largely In the field of lighter
construction which provides strength
equal to that of the heavier barns
from very much reduced sizes of lumber. This type of construction Is now
applied to the larger barns, but Its advantage is even more marked In the
case of smaller barns because of the
fact that it furnishes an Increased
bnrn volume at the same cost as that
of heavy timber construction.
The most noticeable difference In the
new type, as compared with the older
type of construction, is found In the
roof design. The plank frame construction, as this Improved system Is

m

k

ATTENTION

TO CALVING COW

Animal Requires More Care During
Cool Weather Than in Summer
Box Stall Is Urged.

called, involves the use of u number
of sets of light, trussed rafters span
ning the distance between the plates
of the side walls, firmly tied together
nnd braced by the roof sheathing. TJie
ganibrel shape Is used for the roof,
nnd there are no cross braces from one
side of the barn to the other to clutter up the haymow. Cross braces Interfere with the storage space, and are
eliminated, since they are not needed
to develop the strength of this type
of bnrn.
Another advantage In the
plank frame construction is found in
the ease of construction.
It Is not
necessary to call In all of the neighbors to get the barn framed. The roof
trusses, which were formerly heavy
and hurd tc place, have been replaced

lramENTBoflT
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and stable floor are made, so the whole
job is finished while the mixing tools
ure on the ground.
Claims to Have Cure for Cancer.
It Is profoundly to be hoped that the
claims of Dr. Charles 11. Walker that
cancer yields to trentment from
prove true. Suiuilxuni is a powerful chemical, taken internally, und
In capsules, Is said to have relieved
suffering In many cases and In others
hus effected an apparent cure. Cancer
has claimed Its victims by the thousands annually and advancing science
has hitherto been unable to find a remedy to check Its ravages.
Wanted the Real Thing.
Edith's grandfather had been dead &
good many years and his picture hung
in her purents' room. One day she weut
visiting her little playmate, whose
grandfather played with them and
n mused them to their hearts' content.
When Edith returned home she said
to her mother, "I wish I hud a grand-daddthat walks and not just one that
hangs on the wall."
y

Retrogression.
Tour nephew the horse doctor, who
once distinguished himself by eloping
girl at the fair. Is
Main Floor of Small Combination with the
a candidate for the legislature, is he
Barn.
"
notr
repllet the venerable
by the light trussed rafters and thus Missouiian. "When a feller once gets
the greatest difficulty In construction well started down the hill be just
baa been eliminated.
nacher'ly goes frm bad to worse, and
With the Improvements In barn con- there ain't no stopping Lira." Kansas
struction there have been other notice- City Star.
able developments during recent years.
Horrible Thought
Problems of ventilation and lighting
have been given serious consideration,
Philip, being an enthusiastic
with the result that modern barns,
though only four years old,
from the smallest to the largest, are had heard a great deal of talk about
One evening, lying on
being equipped with efficient ventila- carburetors.
tion systems and more and larger win- the floor with his dog Bob, he said:
dows. Devices which save time and "Bob got so cross at the postman to
energy have been placed on the mar- day that he drawled and drowled till
ket and are being used to help the I thought he'd drowl all the carbufarmer reduce the tedious part of his retors out of his neck."
work to a minimum. The changes, of
One Suggestion.
recent years have even affected the
manner of finishing barns. The use
"It seems to be forgotten that this
alis leap year."
of red paint in barn finish, which
most became a habit not long ago, is
"I shouldn't think so by the way
slowly giving way to less conspicuous folks are jumping to conclusions."
and more artistic methods of finishing.
A Distinction.
Barns painted light gray with white
"Whom Is pretty Mrs. Gaddy In
trim, pure white with
roofs, and In many other pleasing mourning for?"
ways, are now quite common through"Nobody, that I know of, but she
Is in black for her husband."
out the country.
A combination barn built on the
lines shown In the accompanying IllusThe Reason.
"I wonder why the atmosphere ol
trations Is a very convenient barn for
the smaller farms. It is a structure London is always so damp and foggy.1
N feet by 46 feet designed in accord"Why, look at the continual reign
ance with modern practice and ar-- they have over there."
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How Direct Marketing Has Fattened
the Bank Account of One New

IMPROPER ADJUSTMENT
FREQUENT CAUSE OF TROUBLE.
See That It Is Arranged According to

the Following Inatructions, and
Leave It Alone Then Motor
Will Operate Successfully.

An Investigation of a lurge number
of
buttery complaints led to
the discovery that more than 90 per
cent of them were due to an Improper
adjustment of the spark coll. The
first thing the u vera go operator does
when his engine Is not running right
Is to adjust the vibrator screw on top
of the coll, and then when no spurk Is
produced nt ull he blumes the battery.
A half turn on this adjusting screw
will often increase the current re
quired by the coll from
of an
ampere to one anil a half amperes.
A poorly adjusted coll will cause (1)
i.reat reduction in the life of the but
tery ; (2) rapid wear of contact points :
t.ij unsatisfactory operation of the
one-thir- d

-

On the small farm there Is special
need of furnishing housing for the live
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Wiring on Gasoline Engine.
motor. Adjust the coil according to
the following directions and leave It
alone and see that everyone else does
the same.
First, remove the vibrator contact
screw marked V- - Second, smooth the
point of the screw V and the platinum
surfuee on the vibrator spring with a
piece of fine emery cloth. Third, adJust the vibrator spring so that the
hammer or piece of iron on the end of
the vibrator spring stands one-siteenth of an inch from the end of the
coll. Fourth, turn In the contact screw
until It Just touches the platinum con
tact on the vibrator spring very light
ly, start the engine, If it misses tighten
very small amount ut a time. If
there nre several cylinders each with
Its own coll be sure you ure In the
right one, until the motor runs with
out missing. Farmers' Advocate.
x

STARTING

IN

COLD WEATHER

Expert Advises Priming the Cylinders
With Gasoline for Five Minutes
Before Setting Out.
Do you have trouble in starting your
?
stationary engine, gas tractor or
If so, here are some suggestions that muy prove of value :
The heavy grade of gasoline sold on
the market is responsible for much of
the difficulty, lu the opinion of W. H.
Sanders, Instructor In farm motors In
the Kansas State Agricultural college.
In the summer the gasoline vaporizes
readily, but In the winter this process
takes place so slowly, due to low tem
perature, that the engine will not start
when cranked.
"To start the motor in cold weather,"
lid Mr. Sanders, "prime the cylinders
with n liberal amount of gasoline, and
let stand for five minutes. The man
who Is running the engine can use this
time for oiling und making minor adjustments. The gasoline will take up
ulilclent heat, even from the cold walls
of the engine, to vaporize.
"There are a number of other ways
to start an engine in cold weather. It
an be warmed by pouring hot water
Into the radiator.
Hot water poured
Dver the curburetor will cause the gtiso- ne to vaporize before It passes Into
;he cylinder. Ether vaporizes quickly
and can be used for priming, but it Is
expensive.

More cure is required by the calv
ing cow during the cooler weather
than Is needed during the summer
months, says L. S. Gillette, acting head
of the dairy husbandry department at
Iowa State college. Lack of comfortable quarters at this period has u direct bearing on the milk flow of the
period following.
The main things to be considered
are the health and comfort of the
cow and calf, which ure closely related.
large, roomy box stall Is probably
the best place for the cow at this time.
ery light feed is needed nnd the wa
ter given should not be Ice cold.
Assistance should be given the cow
at purturition If necessary and due
Motor Industry Growing.
precautions taken to prevent her from
Just by way of comparison, here nre
If It Is reretaining her ufterblrth.
tained it may be removed, thereby pre ?ome figures on the automobile Indusry. In 1899 the production of cars
venting inflammation and other com
as 3,700, with a value of $4,7"0,000
plications following calving.
In 1903 the production wns 11,000 and
FIGHT AGAINST IMPURE MILK ralue $12,050,000. In 1915 there were
with
592,018 motor vehicles sold,
In the
rnluation of $091,778,950.
Use
to
Prevent
of
Only Way
Dirty
fears 1907 to 1908 snles of cars almost
Cans Is by Careful Inspection
doubled from 44,000 to 85,000, and
the
Creameries.
by
rom then to 1912 the annual sales
ere a million cars, which this year
Death lurks In dirty milk cans
likely to exceed by 200,000. One
wherever found. If the babies escape
statistician figures that on the basis
poisoning Jt Is by accident only. The hat
any person with an Income of
cheap milk cans are easily indented
1.200 can own a car, there Is market
hen the tin begins to crack, leaving
fissures for milk and water nnd ncld. for automobiles to the number of
Under such conditions, the tin peels 5,000,000.
and fails off, nnd the can quickly beAutos In Nova Scotia.
comes unfit for use. In the picture is
According to a recent report of the
a load of cans, one of which has been
in use for 13 years and contained no provincial secretary of Nova Scotia,
1,103 automobiles and other motor
have been registered In the prov
ince since the act requiring the regis
tration of such machines went into effect, of which number 200, mostly new
machines, have been registered since
September, 1915. It Is estimated, however, that there are considerably more
than two thousand automobiles and
motor vehicles at present in use in
Nova Scotia.
Keep Milk Cans Clean.
Dont Overstrain Engine.
less than 40 soldered holes, some of
You can readily see that If you over
which were covered with lead patches
strain your engine, which you are cer- over two Inches In diameter.
The only way to prevent the use of tuin to do in breaking it in if you
score the cylinders, or overheat the
unsanitary and dangerous milk cans
Is by close Inspection on the part of motor, or a hundred and one other
the creameries and condensaries and things which generally happen within
Cans should be exam- 2,000 miles of Improper driving, the
city dealers.
ined frequently and all rusty or broken engine must come down, and always
vessels should be promptly con- something else goes wrong soon afterward.
demned.
Aluminum Best Radiating Medium.
Main Thing in Butter.
The
Quality Is the main thing in butter motor heat radiation of an alrcooled
has been greatly Increased by
and milk, though a full milk pall is
desirable from the dairyman's point of the simple expedient of attaching to
the existing iron fins a number of
view.
aluminum fins. Apart from increasing
the radiating surface, the aluminum Is
Keynote to Success.
Comfort Is the keynote to success. a much more efficient radiating
than Is the Iron.
No cow can be comfortable if half
starved and cold.
Danger In Accelerating Engine.
Never accelerate your engine until
Cows Prefer Alfalfa Hay.
Alfalfa meal has had quite a vogue, It has been driven at least 2,000 miles,
case of extreme
but give a cow good alfalfa hay and unless it be
she will make her own meal.
me-1iu-m

.STIMULATE INTEREST IN BETTER HORSES

Jersey Farmer.
Farm and Fireside tells how direct
marketing within a radius of five to
ten miles Is bringing profits to the pro
ducers. The writer Bays :
"Let nie cite a few examples of di
rect murketlng by means of motor
trucks und produce wagons that have
come to my attention recently. One
New Jersey farmer loeuted about thirty
miles from New York city formerly
shipped all his apples, peaches, pears,
plums, potutoes and garden truck to
New York commission merchants. For
several yers he has substituted direct
marketing of his products to towns
within five miles of his farm. Ills
produce Is delivered by means of cov
ered market wagons, mostly In response
to orders by telephone. He now sel
dom loads any produce thnt Is not a!
ready contracted for. An Increasing
quantity of the more perishable kinds
of fruit and vegetables, like strawber
ries, cane fruits and green peas, ure
now being called for at his farm by
customers who have automobiles or
motorcycles.
"These appreciate high quality and
freshness of products, and ure fre
quently willing to call for them In per
son. Since making this change to di
rect marketing,
this farmer bus
learned that a less quantity produced
and raising his standard of quality to
u high plane net him more profit than
did ids former practice. He finds that
by thinning vegetables und fruits,
mat large, attractive specimens can
lie used to fill his special orders, there
is no objection to paying a generous
price by Ids more discriminating con
sumers. This plan of direct marketing
also allows the developing of fruits
and veget allies to Just the right stage
before they ure gathered."
FOR

WORKING

UNDER

CARS

Headrest That Can Be Adjusted to
Cap Will Do Away With a Great
Deal of Discomfort.
Not the least of the discomforts at
tendant upon doing repair work under
nn uutomoblle Is the necessity of holding one's head In a most tiring position.
A simple, light headrest has
been designed which makes this dis
comfort unnecessary. It is Intended
particularly for mechanics in garages,
who frequently huve a good deal of
work to do under curs. The rest con
slsts of a piece of
heuvy wire bent
In the shape of a
rounded "U." Its
ends are slightly
hooked and can
be caught in boles
provided at the
ends of a curved
aluminum
band
five

Inches in

length. This hand
Is intended to he
sewed to the buck
side of a cap.
lienever one de
sires to use the headrest, he simply
attaches the curved wire to the band
on his cup und he lias a device which
Is not in the way and which Is always
In position, no mutter how much he
moves about under the cur. The part
of the rest that comes In contact with
the floor Is bound with rubber to pre
vent its slipping. Populur Mechanics
Magazine.

BELGIAN

PRIZE-WINNIN-

(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Colt shows are proving a great aid
in stimulating interest In the breeding
s
of
horses. Next to commu
nity horse breeders' associations aud
state stallion license laws there Is,
no other factor thut will so ma
terially assist in the Improvement of
the horses of the country. It Is only
lu recent yeurs that Impetus has been
given to tills very Important feature In
connection with the
movement for better horses.
At the present time colt shows are
nn annual event In many districts of a
number of the states, chiefly where
stallion license laws are in effect. As
un Illustration of the popularity of
these shows and the keen interest man
ifested in them by the people of the
fanning communities, it is reported
that in 1915 no less than 25 colt shows
were held in the state of Minnesota
alone. In some sections these shows
nre held in the spring, but In a majority of cases the fall of the year Is
selected. The latter seuson appears
to be preferable for a number of
At that time the heaviest part
of the farm work Is ubout over; and
with more time to spare, farmers will
tuke a greater interest in the event and
the object for which it is held.
Feature of County Event.
These exhibitions are invariably held
independent of the county fair, although there Is apparently no reason
why a show of this kind could not be
made an Important and outstanding
feature of the annual county event.
In some Instances these shows were
niiugunited with simply one class for
grade draft foals and have gradually
grown until the classification is almost
us complete us thut of the state fair.
high-clas-

per-hup-

rapidly-growin-

g

reu-son-

Agricultural Department Collects
Data Regarding Unsoundness of Stallions.

first-clas-

Cable Wires Need Watching.
Watch the cable wires on your
brakes. If a single strand breaks, the
rest quickly goes. This Is especially
true where the cable passes through
or around the sheave

'

IN PUBLIC SERVICE

mi vL?f

Bees Take Radiator for Hive.
(N. H.) owner of an au
tomobile, the radiator of which has a
front fashioned like a beehive, has
been annoyed by honey bees which,
mistaking the radiator or a beehive,
have been attempting to use it for hive
purposes.

however, be something lasting, to
which the holder can point with pride.
Any breeder would be glad to possess
something of this kind, the true value
of w hich is In whut It represents.
The securing of competent men to
act us judges Is an important consideration. This problem probubly can bo
solved comparatively easily by taking
up the mutter with the animal husbandry division of the state agricultural college or with the stulllon registration board. Either of these bodies
probubly will be Willing to
with the local committee and furnish
efficient Judges for the show.
Improvement in Quality.
When once established, it will be
found that the annual colt show will do
much to bring about nn Improvement
In the quality of the horses raised in
the community.
These exhibitions,
held preferably at the county seat, will
afford possible prospective buyers an
opportunity to learn something of the
class of horses being produced in the
locality, and the community will thus
bo benefited by the fuct that it will
eventually have established itself as
a market for horses that will readily
sell at good prices.
There Is every reason to believe that
the practice of holding annual colt
shows will become more general. The
fact that they have Increased considerably in the past few years Is evidence
that they have not only proved popular
but profitable as well.
The movement through the country
toduy is not for more horses, but rather
for better horses. Whatever the fu
ture demand inay be, the man raising
the better class of horses will receive
the higher price.

DEFECTIVE HORSES

Preserving the Car's Beauty.
There are several good preparations
on the market put up In the form of
waxes and polishes which nre designed
to protect the surfuee of the body
the finish from the action of wuter,
rain, dirt and even to some extent from
the sun's rays. The use of a good
body polish is recommended to brighten up the varnish und muke the finish
last longer, but be careful to select
one which does not contain objectionable alkali und acids. If the body Is
Superior Farm Team.
waxed it does not Injure it to dust off
with a soft cloth or cotton duster, al- However, such a large classification Is
though mud which has dried on should not possible in most localities, as the
be washed off.
lurger umount of money necessary cun- not be raised. The best plan, and the
most beneficial one, perhaps, would be
Don'ts for Motorists.
to hold nn exhibition for weanlings und
Don't overcrowd your car.
enrllngs only. If the community or
Don't lond up with supplies you will
district bus a fulrly large number of
not need.
Don't start with a car that Is not purebred horses, separate classes could
be provided for purebreds and grades.
s
In
running condition.
The question of having classes for
Don't try to do the impossible.
both light and heavy horses will deDon't race with locomotives.
Don't full to take an extra tire or pend upon whether sufficient attention
Is being given to the production of botli
two along.
Don't disregard locul regulations, classes.
Financing an Exhibition!
even If they seem unreasonable
In securing the necessary funds to
Don't neglect to prepare for rain
finance such an exhibition as a colt
and cold.
Don't forget safety first, last and show a number of different plans huve
In Minnesota one
been suggested.
always.
show Is financed by the stallion owners, each giving $25 in cash prizes, to
To Avoid "Popping Back."
be divided unions the colts sired by
Popping back at carburetor may be
due to lean mixture, leaky Inlet valve, his stallion. Another plan is to have
Horse Breeders' association
short circuit, distributer wired up In- the County
or the various farmers' clubs contribcorrectly, on Interrupter shifted on ute sufficient money to finance the
shaft If there is much gasoline around
while still another scheme is for
the carburetor, due to excessive prim- show,
the local bunk or banks to furnish the
ing, it may catch fire. Go over the
for premiums and other exabove points carefully. Fasten a fine money
wire screen over air Inlet or extend penses.
However, the most populur and comInlet pipe by flexible tube at least a mon
method is to go among the busifoot upward and away from carbureness men of th? community and secure
tor.
subscriptions in sufficient amount to
pay all expenses of the show.
Two Months for Underspeeding.
All premiums should be designated
While thousands of motorists have
by neat, but Inexpensive ribbons on
been arrested and fined for fast drivwhich are printed the name of the
moterist show, the year, and the clusses to
ing the first case where
was brought Into court for slow drivwhich they belong.
ing came to light recently in Worces
Suitable Trophy.
ter, Mass. Edward C Smith was sen
While the premiums In the individual
tenced to two months in the house of classes should consist of cash awards.
correction for driving so slowly that It is suggested that the championship
he obstructed traffic.
prise consist of a suitable trophy rath- A Franklin

STALLION.

er thun money. Tills trophy need not
It should,
necessarily be expensive.

Improvement of Agriculture
The department of agriculture has
staff of more man 16,000 people devoting their whole time to the improvement of agriculture, the investigation
of marketing problems and the enforcement of federal laws.
Implements arc Costly.
The Implements used on the farm
represent a large investment, and this

(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Reports received from 13 of the

states having laws regulating the

pub-

lic service of stallions show the fol-

lowing percentages of unsoundness In
stallions out of 2,640 reported cases:
Ride

Per cent.

bone

hemiplegia (roaring)
laryngeal
Hone npavin
Infective or rurby hocks..
Periodic ophthalmia
Cataract

35
12
11
7
S

4
8

Rpavln (not classified)
Hog spavin
King bone

6
4
a

stnngnait
The remaining 9 per cent consisted
of such defects as chorea, general unsoundness, faulty conformation, and
scattering Imperfections.
These figures do not represent individual stallions, but indicate the number of cases of unsoundness. For Instance, a single stallion may be affected with two or more physical defects and others with but one. A report from nil the states having stallion-licens- e
lnws could not be secured, ns
In several no record is kept, but the
figures given may be accepted as reasonably offering an Index to the most
common physical defects among pub-lic- e
service stallions.
In some of these states certain diseases nnd unsoundness disqualify a
stallion for service, while In others tho
stallion muy stand, but the condition of
soundness must be noted on the license certificate, a copy of which Is required to be posted at the place whera
the stallion is being stood for service.

PROPER TRAINING

FOR

COLTj

Accustom It to Eating Grain Before
Taking From Mother Should
Be Halter Broken.
We never yet have weaned a colt
but that it was used to eating grain
before being taken from Its mother,
consequently there was practically no
loss in flesh or growing, says a writer
In an exchange.
We also have each colt halter broken by the time It is read
to be
weaned.
This thing of letting colts run until
two and three years old before putting
a halter on them is not good business.
Sunflowers Worth Growing.
Several new sunflowers have made
their appearance this year and are
well worth growing.
I

Tla Fleece With Twine.
Be sure you tie fleeces with wool
twine. It is the only acceptable tie,
as it does not Injure the fleece.

Group Vegetables Together.
increases yearly.
Every
Group vegetables of like culture as
year that can be added to their life near together as possible. Keep tha,
vines together, roots together, etc.
represents a profit.
Investment
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that that gentleman then declined
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whatever for the HNtiresni ,
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and that he assured all applicants that
all
would "keep his hands off," thus giving
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,,-,- l rhrmro for it was recog- (I.
.lcd that a recommendation by Mr. Jones'
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It is said that shortly after the death
for
Judge rope, when Democratic applicants
nuthe office of federal district judge became
A. Jones
merous, and at which time Mr. A.
.,r,,i;,i-,t- ,

qualification as governor on January

fast-'onab- le

THE FEDERAL JUDGESHIP
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them France, she has had an astonishing military success in Servia, Poland, Montenegro
and Rumania', and she has outgeneralled and
routed the entente powers in the diplomatic
contests in Bulgaria and Turkey.
Under such circumstances, it can not be
expected that Germany will consider herself
in any other light than that of the successful
contestant in the first two years of the war.
If the war is to end upon the basis of what has
been accomplished thus far, and upon the basis
of things as they now stand, it is fair and
that Germany should demand a consid- erable advantage for herself in the conditions
after the war as compared with the conditions
that existed before the war began.
From the standpoint of the entente allies
this German idea of writing a peace treaty up- on the basis of German military success and

loose their hold on the goods and we will be
able
to satisfy a healthy appetite on present
ist?
of
The
Journal
Albuquerque,
Morning
The New Mexico constitution, ArticleXX,
day wages.
But there's the rub to hold out, To do
section I, reads: "Section I. Every person and the Santa Fe New Mexican, of this city,
controlittle
have
seem
a
to
quite
arranged
without 'em, you know. About the beginning
elected or appointed to any office shall, be
fore entering upon his duties, take and sub- - versy between themselves as to who will fill the of the second week most of us would be try
scribes to an oath or affirmation that he will governor's office during the next few months, ing to pick fights with 'our neighbors and
In one issue they argue that the Republicans
the golden calf and his big
worshipping
support the constitution of the United States
Baca's
Mr.
De
to
are
inauguraprevent
trying
studded beef, like true
diamond
the
and the constitution and laws of this state,
brother,
ill health,
him
continue
in
tion
to
by
wishing
and that he will faithfully and impartially
pagans.
in the next they undertake to show that the
Let us hope that congress may be able
best
the
of
his
duties
office
to
the
discharge
Republicans are seriously concerned over the to find some better solution to these knotty
of his ability."
"Section 3. The term of office of every possibility of Mr. McDonald retaining the poproblems than a nationwide spell of
As
fact
the
sition.
a
of
matter
Republicans
district
those
ing. It might go down with some who are
officer, except
state, county or
a11 concernC(1 as t0 wnet,ier Mr-Dare
at
not
anxious
to reduce anyway, but three square
elected at the first election held under this
takes
the
first
offlce
of
Da('a
h,s
00
Jan
day
mea's and an increasing waistband are not half
constitution, and those elected to fill vacanor whether Mr. McDonald continues to as fearsorne to us as that empty feeling which
cies, shall commence on the first day of Jan- nary,
fill it, as they look very much alike to the niakes
ym,r disposition as sticky as a busy
uary next after his election."
cactus plant.
In a discussion of this matter, Throop on Kepubhcan party.
following the Democratic
Immediately
James J. Montague, the clever New York
PuMic Officers, Chapter XI, page 185, says
the
did
convention
that
Republicans
charge
American poet and paragrapher, has about the
111
part :
VVMcDonald
nomi
the
C
to!
craftily arranged
bcst we have seen or llcard on this line It is
that the failure
"It has been held
..
.
.. . e n
nation of F. C De Barn, who was then and as
.1
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take tnc oatn or 10 give me uono,
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me,
iohuws;
is now, suffering from pernicious anemia, for
TllE PRICE WILL COME DOWN
described time, vacates the office, without any
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nomination
and
own
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governor,
ft
it
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to
so
that
eggs are a dollar a dozen,
vacant;
proceedings
with
the
ant
Mr.
that
governor,
expectation
And
meat is a quarter a bite,
cannot be restored by a subsequent compliance
Baca wouId not live t0 fil1 the office and And even the
Dr
And where the prescribed
with the statute.
price of such fodder as rice
Is soaring away out of sight.
imn
before iho rnirmienrernent of th'lt he. as lieutenant governor, would SUC- ceed to it. Mr. McDonald probably did not
the term of the officer elect, the former
cunibcnt holds over, as in case of a failure to calcu'ate that his sins of commission and omis- You'll find, if you just' do without 'em,
sion as governor would be held against him
There will soon be an oversupply,
lioose his successor."
as a candidate for lieutenant governor, but And there's never a doubt, if
you'll only hold
A NEEDY INSTITUTION
they were, and he was defeated.
out,
What is now worrying the Democrats is
o
That the price wi'l come down by and by.
the
of what the Republicans alleged at
truth
One of the New Mexico institutions!
which should receive more liberal support. bat time. Mr. De Baca was elected; Mr. You can cut out milk and the coffee,
from the next legislature, is the Institute for, McDonald was defeated. But if Mr. De Bacaj
The cake and the bread and the pie ;
the Blind, at Alamogordo.
The present cap- - lx.s not qualify as governor on the first day The pickles and jam and the ham and the lamb
You can swear that you simply won't buy.
acity is only sufficient to accomodate someof January there is a very strong possibility
fifty or sixty pupils and there are probably that Mr. McDonald will continue in the office And the men who are boosting the prices
twice that many more in the state who are for the next two years. If Mr. De Baca does
Will not have a thing they can sell,
not receiving the medical attention and educa- - not qualify before the adjournment of the le- - And inside of a year there'll be nothing to fear
.
Kisi,aturc an(I it secms t0 be thc desire of the
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Germany's present position is wholly inadmis- sible.
It is precisely the same, they think, as
though a thief, who had broken into the house
of a defense'ess and unsuspicious citizen and
should offer to negotiate with the rightful
owner for the permanent possession of the

'

1

loot.

It has taken the entente allies two vears
to prepare for war, they say, while Germany
was prepared for war in the beginning. Now
that Great Britain, France and Russia are
ready to meet Germany upon a basis of equal
military preparation, it is a time to begin war
and not to end it.

.-r

'

'

Germany, they say, took thc offensive
in the beginning.
It was Germany's choice
that the controversies with Russia, France and
England should be settled by the sword and
not in the peaceful fields of banking, manufacturing and commerce. Germany prepared
for this fight for forty years and she chose her
own time to make the supreme test to win supremacy in Europe and the world. To make
peace with Germany at the present time on
Germanv's terms would mean simnlv
the nut-1 J
IHt uaiNtJ5jtingoff of tlie final struggle until such a time
Ltl tit
r."
,,'as Germany might choose for another attempt.
The day of the sidewalk "spieler, (( roper,
The Prussian idea of government is, they
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tor tne only way to meet Prussian competition
W.llk merchant ailV lOnfiTer,
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not, practically all the business of his administration of importance will be completed by
that time. The appointments must all be made
and confirmed during the legislative session.
The opportunity of the governor to influence or veto legislation exists only during
the time of the legislative session. If Mr.
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FIJENSE EN ESTO
1

Acabamos

de

recibir

nuestro surtido decalzada
de otono y inviern para
hombres y eenoraa, tambien 500 pares de calzada
de ninos y Dims para la
escuela calzado fuerte
bueno, el cua' ofrecemos
a BuestDs iiTJiiiiioe
precios cornodoa.
n
Els nuestro placer
ar nuestro calzado, y
por lo tanto cuando Vds.
vengan a la ciudad haga-no- s
una vinta y quedaran
satisfecho?, que es el lu
ir
gar en donde pueden
su calzado con mat
proportion que en otro

j

en-se-

con-segu-

lugar.

Delgado Shoe Co.
Calle San Francisco
Sana F, Nucro Mxlc

to advertise one'
Inferiority to the
world.
Ills sphere of the Street and
the neighborhood was his own. To
give It nil up luid become his younger
brother's assistant even If It meant.
as it would, better hours and more
would he to submerge his
money
identity. He could not bring himself
to do It.
"I guess I'll stay where I oio," he
said. "They know mo around here,
und I know them. I5y the way, will
you leave this envelope lit Mrs. Me
lice's? Maggie Koscnfeld Is Ironing

there today.

mtnmm:i;::::::::::tn:::;::uung:;:m:;titn:ii:t;nn:ruutu::;tir
In order lo piece nut financial needs, Sidney Page, hiT mother
and her Aunt Harriet Like K. Lo.Movno, a slrnhge .vouiiK mull, us n
roomer. Kidney, aged eighteen, niul .lot Drumuiond, aged twenty-one- ,
childhood sweethearts, have agreed lo marry "after years mill years,"
ipiii tin' Hi'is ire ii n sc wavi'i'H on nctter acquaintance with He roomer
mill niter Aunt Harriet opens u dressmaking shop downtown.
She
deeiiles tn become n t ruined nurse und goes to lier friend, Dr. Kd
Wilson, across the street, for Inllueiiee Willi his hroiher Mux, lirlllliint
surgeon, to net lier Into the hospital. Tilings now begin to happen,
tin' plot to unroll; the mystery to deepen.
i

CHAPTER III.

"I'll manage somehow," said the
brother placidly. "I guess there will
always be u few that can pay my prices
better than what you specialists ask."
Max laughed with genuine amuse
ment.
"I dure say, If this Is the way you
let thein pay your prices."
He held out the envelope, and the
older iiiuu colored.

I

Continued.

roam no more. Here
the Street, with Its inenaee lust
ss, be must live, that she might
work.
In his world men had worked
that women might live In certain
places, certain ways. This girl was
going out to earn her living, and he
would slay to make it
possible. Hut
ii" hint of all this was In his voice.
"I shall stay, of course," he said
gravely. "I this is the nearest thing
to home that I've known for a
long
time. I want you to know that."
"you are very good to me," said Sid-

Only u week and love was 0111 of
the things lie hud to give Hp, with
others. Not, of course, that he was In
love wilh Sidney then, lint he had
liceii desperately lonely, and, for nil
lier practical rleiirhendediiess. she was
softly und appoalingly feminine. I'.y
way of keeping Ills head, lie talked suddenly and earnestly of Mrs. MeKee,
and food, ami Tillie, and of Mr. Wanner and the pencil pad.
It's like a game," lie said. "We
disagree on everything, especially Mexico. IT you ever tried lo spell those
Mexican names "
"Why did you think 1 was engaged?" she Insisted.
Now, in K.'s walk of life Hint walk
of life where there are no toothpicks
.voting girls did not receive the attention of one young man lo the exclusion
of others unless
hey were engaged.
Hut he could hardly say that.
"Oh, I don't know. Those things get
in the air."
"It's Johnny Koscnfohl." said Sidney, Willi decision. "It's horrihle, I In
way things get nlioul. Because Joe
sent me u hox of roses - As a uiatler
of fact, I'm not engaged, or going to
I'm going into a
die, Mr. Le Moyne.
hospital to he a nurse."
I.i' Moyne said nothing. For just a
moment he closed his eyes. A man is
III rullier u had way when, every time
lie closes his eyes, he sees the .same
thing, especially If It Is ratiier terrihle.
When it gets t n point where he lies
awake at night and reads, for fear of
closing them
"You're too young, aren't you?"
"Doctor I'M one of the Wilsons
across the Street Is going to help me
aliont that. His brother Max is a big
surgeon there. I expect you've heard
of lit in. We're very proud of
ill In
I he Street."

oil
n

d

Very proud of Doctor Max was his
brother, unselfishly proud, of his skill
of his handsome person, of his easy
good manners; very humble, too, of his
own knowledge and experience. If he
ever suspected any lack of liner fiber
in Max, he put the thought away,
rrobably he was too rigid himself.
Max was young, a hard worker, lie
had a right to play hard.
He prepared his black bag for the
day's calls stethoscope, thermometer,
bandages, case of small vials,
a lump of absorbent cotton in a not
overfrcsh towel; in the bottom, a heterogeneous collection of instruments, a
roll of adhesive plaster, a bottle or
two of
tablets for the
children, a dog collar that had belonged to a dead collie, and had got
In the bag in some curious fashion and
there remained.
He prepared the hag a little nervously, while Max ate. He felt that
modern methods and the best usage
might not have approved of the bag.
on his way out he pnused at the
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W hen
she rose, K. Le M
sprang
to hi feet.
Anna had noticed that he always
rose when site entered his room with
fresh towels on Katie's day out, for
mid she liked him for it. Years
ago the men she had known had shown
this courtesy to their women; but the

Street regarded such things as
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"Holy cats! Kor one Juli of a knife!
My old woman works a day and a
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"I wonder if you would do me another favor? I'm afraid you'll take to
avoiding me, if I keep on."
"I don't think you need fear that."
"This stupid story about Joe
I'm not saying I'll never marry
him, hut I'm certainly not engaged.
Now and then, when you are taking
your evening walks, If you would ask
me to walk with you "
K. looked rather dazed.
"I can't Imagine anything pleasant-er- ;
hut I wish you'd explain just
how "
Sidney smiled at him. As lie stood
on the lowest step their eyes were
almost level.
If I walk with you they'll know I'm
not engaged to Joe," she said, with engaging directness.
The house was quiet. He waited In
the lower hall until she had reached
the top of the staircase. 1'or some curious reason, in the time to come, that
was the way Sidney always remembered K. Le Moyne standing In the
Lucky for K. I.e Moyne that the lii tie in
one hand upstrctched to
niooii no longer shone on the low, gray shut off the gas overhead, and his eyes
dimi'slop. that Sidney's mind had liuv- on hers above.
led far nway lo shining Honrs and
"Good night," said K. Le Moyne.
rows of while beds. "Life III tin And all the tilings he hail put out of
raw." Doctor I'M hud said that other Ids life were in Ills voice.
n f rriinoii.
Closer lo In r than the hos-- '
pllal .as life In the raw that night.
CHAPTER IV.
So. even here, on this quiet street in
Ihis distant city, there was to he mi
On the morning after Sidney had Inpeace. Max Wilson jusl across the vited K. Le Moyne lo take her to walk,
no
II
Was
it
there
ironic.
whs
way!
.Max Wilson came down to breakfast
place wheie a mini could Iom- himself'.' rather late. Doctor I'M had breakfastHe would have to move on again, of ed an hour before, and had
already
eon me.
attended, with much profanity on the
Hut that, it seemed, was Just what part of the
a
boil
to
on the
patient,
or:
he could not do.
back of Mr. Koseiifcld's neck.
"I waul to ask you something, and
"Heller change your laundry," cheerI
hope you'll he quite frank," said Sid- fully advised Doctor Kd, cutting a strip
ney.
of adhesive plaster. "Your neck's Irri"Anything that I rati do "
tated from your white collars."
"It's this. If you lire coinfortahle,
Koscnfeld eyed him suspiciously,
and and like the room and all that, I
but, possessing n sense of humor also,
wish you'd stay." She hurried on: "If
he grinned.
I could feel that
mother hud u de"It ain t my
pendable person like you in the house, bother me," heeveryday things that
replied. "It's my
It would nil he easier."
blaiikety-blandress suit. Kut if a
Dependable! That stung.
lie
man
wants
to
tony "
"ISut forgive my asking; I'm really
Mr. Koscnfeld buttoned up the blue
Interested can your mother manage?
Haiiuel shirt which, with u pair of Doctor ivi's cast-of- f
trousers, was ids only
wear, and fished in his pocket.
"How much, Doc?"
"Two dollurs," said Doctor Ed brisk

door.
"Are you going to the hospital?"
"Operullng at four wish you could
come In."
"I'm afraid not, Max. I've promised
Sidney I'uge to speak about her to
you. She wants to enter the training

d

Ht Faced a Young and Attractive Girl
self, She was seeing herself In white
from head to foot, like this efficient
young woman who came now and then
to the waiting-roodoor.
"Doctor Wilson will see you now.'
She followed Miss Harrison Into the
consulting room. Doctor Max not the
gloved and hatted Doctor Max of the
Street, but a new person, one she hnd
never known stood in his white office,
competent,
tall, dark-eyeholding out his long, Immaculate surdown
at her.
hand
and
smiling
geon's

school."
"Too young," said Max briefly.
"Why, she can't be over sixteen."
"She's eighteen."
"Well, even eighteen. Do you think
any girl of that age is responsible
' enough to have life and death put in
her hands? Besides, although I haven't
noticed her lately, she used to be a
pretty little thing. There is no use
lilllng up the wards with a lot of
ornaments; it keens the internes all
stewed up."
"Since when," asked Doctor Ed mildWhat reason do you think K.
ly, "have you found good looks in a
Le Moyne has for needing to
girl a handicap?"
keep away from Doctor Max
In the end they compromised. Max
does Le Moyne seem to you to
would see Sidney at his ollice.
It
be some kind of a crook?
would lie belter than having her run
across the Street would put things
on the right footing. Kor, if he did
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
have her admitted, she would have to
learn at once that he was no longer
"Doctor Max;" that, us a matter of LOST TIME IN QUAKER CITY
fact, lie was now staff, and entitled
to much dignity, to speech w ithout con- Calculations of Man From National
Capital Caused Shock to Native
tradiction orargilineiit, to clean towPhiladclphian.
els, and a deferential interne at his
I

dark-haire-

elbow.
Down the clean stops went Doctor
Max that morning, a lug man, almost
us tall lis K. Le Moyne, eager of life,
strong and a bit reckless, not fine, perhaps, but not evil. He had the same
zest of living us Sidney, but with this
difference the girl stood ready to give
herself to life: he knew that life would
come to him.
mule was
Doctor Mux, as he stepped into his car
und tiiiule his way to his office. Here
were people who believed in him, from

nurse in her prim unithe middle-ageform to the row of patients sitting
stiflly around the walls of the waiting
room. Doctor Max drew a long breath.
This was the real thing work and
plenty of It, a chance to show the other
men what he could do, a battle to
win No humanitarian was he, but
lighter each day he came to his ollice
with the same battle lust,
The ollice nurse had her hack to him.
When she turned, lie faced an agreeable surprise. Instead of Miss Simpson, he faced a young nnd attractive
girl, faintly familiar.
"We tried to get you by telephone.
she explained. "I am from the hospital. Miss Simpson's father died this
morning, und she knew you would
have to have someone. I was just
starting for my vacation, so they sent
me."
"Bather a poor substitute for a va
cation," lie commented,
She was a very pretty girl. He had
seen her before in the hospital, but he
had never really noticed how attrac
tive she was. Bather stunning she
was, he thought, me combination of
yellow hair and dark eyes was unusual,
He remembered, just In time, to ex
press regret at Miss Simpson's be
reavement.
"I am Miss Hnrrison," explained the
substitute, and held out his long white
coat The ceremony, purely perfunc
tory with Miss Simpson on duty, proved
interesting. Miss Harrison, in spite of
her high heels, being small and the
young surgeon tall. When he was finally In the coat, she was rather flushed
and palpitating.
"But I knew your name, of course,"
lied Doctor Max. "And I'm sorry
about the vacation."
After that came work. Miss Harrison was nimble and alert, but the surgeon worked quickly and with few
words, was Impatient when she could
not find the things he called for, even
broke into restrained profanity now
and then. She went a little pale over
her mistakes, but preserved her dignity and her wits. Now and then he
found her dark eyes fixed on him, with
something Inscrutable but pleasing in
their depths. The situation was rather
d

!

three years ago the
advent of winter in the
Swiss Alps was the long
expected slgnnl for the
city dwellers of all parts
to journey
of the
forth to that beauteous
land, where the season of
white Is the jnlllest time
of the year, says the Washington Star.
Then came the war. cruel, de
With
vastating and
wizardlike
swiftness
Switzerland
mobilized her army nnd ever since
the ancient Helvetian republic has
been described as "an Island of peace
In a sea of war."
To those who know her, Switzerland
In summer represents a master
study
In artistic color combinations; Switzerland In winter, however, is a totnlly
different vision, radiant in dazzling,
spotless white. Jack Krost has Im
printed a silencing kiss upon the
lips of every tinv brook nnd
mountain
nnd glistening
stream,
sheets of the smoothest Ice cover also
the llnilpid blue eyes of ponds and
Alpine lakes. While mother earth Is
thus wrapped In a wonderful mantle
of Ice nnd snow, the sky above has
assumed the matchless hue of a precious sapphire, nnd the always delicious mountain nlr seems to have acquired some additional qualities which
rejuvenate nnd strengthen the whole
human system nnd which instill Into
every being, young or old, an Inexpli
cable feeling of
happi
ness. Very shortly, one finds every
body Interested nnd engaged In some
form of winter sport.
There is skating, of course, but
many games compete now with this
oldest of sports on the ice, which has,
however, been developed Into an art
which charms the onlooker by the
gracefulness of Its movements, and
again nstonlshes by the cool daring of
Its swift rushes.
As In summer over the lawn, so files
the tennis bnll over the Ice In the
game of hockey. Curlers are frantically sweeping their "stnnes" toward the
coveted goal, nnd the unlimited dl- erslty of gymklinnn stunts offers con
stant amusement for the players as
well ns for the onlookers.
The Improved appliances for sport
requirements have nearly ousted the
herdsmen's sleds which
are now only occasionally used by
vetimid beginners. The
hicle Is the
skeleton, a low.
toboggan, on which the
rider lies flat, steering the craft with
hands nnd feet. Like nn arrow. It
darts up the Iced walls of the curves.
nd ns the bewildered spectator fenr- fully anticipates an accident, the toboggan shoots down Into the furrow
nnd around a beautifully shaped curve.
One of the most attractive and cer
tainly a very social sport Is bob
sleighing. Long, low, padded tobog
gans senting as mnny as six persons
are used and under this henvy burden
the bobsleigh shoots down its course
with amazing speed. As the lender
sways, almost automatically, the close-NLY

After stewing for 15 minutes In a
telephone booth the man from Washington emerged, lie is u member ol
congress.
"There is service for you!" he faltered weakly. "I came to 1'hiludelphla
on business and I wanted to get a bit
of information from your automobile
club about roads and to find out from
the Heading if a certain train stops at
West Conshohocken. Those two calls
neither line was reported busy just
ate up 15 minutes of my all too short
life, reduced my weight at least a
pound through persplrutlon and set
back my temper a mile."
Then this mathematical man from
the national capital assailed the slowness of our telephone service.
"Those two calls were worth Just five
minutes. At home they would have
taken no longer. So I was robbed oi
ten minutes.
"I figure out that if only
the
people In Philadelphia call on the
phone but once every month your population wastes in a year 225 years oi
time."
The conclusion was so appalling that
I now hesitate to pick up a telephone.
Glrard, in Philadelphia Public Ledger.
one-ha- lf

half for two dollars."
I guess it's worth two dollars
to
you to be able to sleep on your back."
lie was liiiM'rtiirhably straightening
his small glass table. He knew Koscnfeld. "If you don't like my price, I'll
lend you the knife next time, and you
can let your wife attend to you."
Koscnfeld drew out a silver dollar,
Popularity.
and followed it reluctantly with a limp
The definition of popularity as given
and dejected dollar hill.
a
in a large music shop If
salesman
by
"There's times," he said, "when, If
one that may be applied to other things
you'd put me and the missus and a
besides songs.
knife iu the same room, you wouldn't
"Is this a popular song?" asked a
have much left but the knife."
young woman, holding up a sheet ol
Doctor Eu waited until he had made
music brilliantly decorated In red and
exit. Then he took the
bis
green.
two dollars, and. putting the money
"Well, no, miss," said the salesman,
into an envelope, Indorsed it In his
assuming a judicial air, "I can't say it
He
hand.
heard
his
brother's
illegible
Is, as yet Of course, lots of people are
step on the stairs, and Doctor Ed made
singing It, and everybody likes it but
to
the
haste
last vestige of
put away
nobody's got tired enough of It yet for
little
his
operation. Ed's lapses from
It to be what you'd call a popular song,
miss."
surgical cleanliness were a sore trial
to the younger man, fresh from the
clinics of Europe. Iu his downtown ofRenovating Serges.
fice, to which he would presently make
To take spots off serges and similar
his leisurely progress, he wore a white
fabrics put a teaspoonful of qulllaia
coat, and sterilized things of which
bark into a pint of boiling water and
Doctor Ed did not even know the
let it stand till next day. Pour off.
names.
strain and bottle.. A little of thla apMax paused at the office door.
plied with a clean rag to tweeds and
"At it already," he said. "Or have
serges acts like magic.
you been to bed?"
"It's after nine," protested Ed mild
Out of the Question.
ly. "If I don't start early, I never get
Daddy "Jeannette, if I allow young
through."
do
Simpson to become my
Max yawned.
you suppose he will be willing to work
"Better come with me," he said. "If
and support you?" Jeannette "On,
things go on as they've been doing, I'll
dad, how can he when he has promhave to have an assistant. I'd rather
ised to do nothing but think of me all
have yon than anybody, of course."
the timer Puck.
He put his lithe surgeon's hand on his
brother's shoulder. "Where would I
Able to Aafford It
be If it hadn't been for you? All the
Hub "The doctor say that If I
fellows know what you've done."
keep on working at this pace after
In spite of himself, Ed winced. It piquant
money I shall be a wreck at forty- was one thing to work hard that there
Once, during the cleaning up be five." Wife "Never mind, dear; by
might be one success instead of two tween cases, he dropped to a person- that time we shall be able to afford
half successes. It was a different thing ality. He was drying his hands, while it" Boatoa Iranacripti
,
d

You'll get practically no money during
your training. '
'Tve thought of that A friend of
mine, Christine Lorenz, is going to be
married. Her people are wealthy, but
she'll have nothing but what. Palmer
makes. She'd like to have the parlor
and sitting room behind. They wouldn't
Interfere with you at all,", she added
Christine's father would
hastily.
build a little balcony on the side for
them, a sort of porch, and they'd sit
there in the evenings."
Behind Sidney's carefully practical
tone the man read appeal. Never before had be realized how narrow the
girl's world had been. The Street,
with but one dimension bounded it I
In her perplexity she was appealing to
him who was practically a stranger.
And he knew then that he must do I
Uic tiring she asked. He, who had fled I

freshly-sterilize-

long, could
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"Why Did You Think I Was Engaged T
She Insisted.

It's for her."

Max took the envelope absently.
"You'll go on here to the end of your
days, working for a pittance," he ob
jected. "Inside of ten years there'll
then
be no general practitioners;
where will you be?"

Instrushe placed
ments on a glass table.
"You are almost a foreign type, Miss
Harrison. Last year, in a London ballet, I saw a blonde Spanish girl who
looked like you."
She
"My mother was a Spaniard."
did not look up.
Where Miss Simpson was In the
habit of clumping through the morning
In flat, heavy shoes, Miss Harrison's
small heels beat a busy tattoo on the
tiled floor. With the rustling of her
starched dress, the sound was essen
tlally feminine, almost insistent. When
he had time to notice it, it amused him
that he did not find It annoying.
Once, as she passed him a bistoury
he deliberately placed his fine hand
over her fingers and smiled Into her
eyes. It was play for hi in ; it lightened
the day's work.
Sidney was In the waiting room
There had been no tedium In the morn'
lug's waiting. Like all Imaginative peo
jile, she had the gift of dramatizing her
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Nothing Ever Makes God Anxious or
Uncertain as to Outcome
of Problem.
Nothing ever frightens God. Nothing ever worries him, or perplexes him,
or makes him anxious or uncertain as
to the outcome. He deals with problems so great that we would not even
dare to think of them; but he sees
the triumphant ending from the beginning. Why not remember this the

ly crowded team bend themselves, so
guiding the sleigh to the right or left ;
they apply a brake by letting themselves drop on the snow, or drive to
greater swiftness by bending forward
like Jockeys. Strong iron spikes which
ore driven by a lever Into the Ice
the lender to stop the vehicle
Instantly, hut a sudden application of these brukes whirls up the Ice
und snow in clouds.
Skiing has taken root to an extruor-dlnnr- y
extent In Switzerland; even the
poorest youth does not want to do
without skis, though they might consist of only a couple of crudely adjusted barrel staves. Thanks to the ski,
the boys and girls living on remotely
situated farms are now able to attend
school every day; their parents are no
longer isolated for the best part of the
long winter months, nnd, thanks also
to the "wooden wings of Norway," the
mall nnd newspupers enn be delivered
regularly.
Sport Is furthermore made easier by
the different mountain railways, which
In winter run toboggan trains.
Thus
one can travel n couple of stations upward and arrive nt n starting point on
n mountain
road without exertion
and without waste of time. Then one
descends to the valley on toboggan,
ski or skates, or vice versa, goes
down first nnd returns by train to
winter quarters.
Kaees, competitions, ski excursions,
sleigh drives, Ice cnmivals and an
equal variety of fasclnnting Indoor en
tertainments
transplant the happy
winter visitor Into a totnlly different
world where sorrow nnd core seem to
be banished nnd where every human
being seems to realize that the best
life after all Is found right next to
nature's heart.
But Christmas In Switzerland does
not only Indicate the time when winter
sports are beginning to he at their
best ; It signifies for the nntlves a period full of sncred mystery and the
nnnlversary of many a day particularly specified In nnclent legends.
In many parts of the country the
Tttletlde customs nnd festivities still
have their beginning on December fl,
which Is the nnnlversary of St. Nicholas. Markets and fairs are then held
In villages and cities, nnd seeing that
the old trndltlnps prescribe for this
day the purchasing of presents for the
children, It Is an event of utmost Importance to all youngsters. In some
districts St Nicholas parades around
In person, In nn attire very similar to
that of our American Santa Claus, generally carrying a bag filled with apples, prunes, nuts and homemade
cookies which he distributes among
the children who have been obedient
during the year.
The next nnd In modern days the
most Important festive day of the
Whole Yule season Is Christmas. History relates that It was only In the
year 354 that the Roman Bishop
designated December 25 as the
birthday of Christ, as the Bomans regarded this particular day as the
birthday of the sun, and as they were

furthermore desirous of giving more
religious Importance to two Important
Komun festivals which also fell due in
the same period. With the observation
of Christmas day the Chrlstklndll, described "as a lovely nngel with wings,"
gradually started to take old Santa's
pluce In many sections of Switzerland.
Chrlstklndll, the Christ Child, Is said
to come from the far North and always
brings a wonderful Christmas tree,
decoruted with all the glittering things
associated with fairyland and heavily
laden with manifold gifts.
A pretty legend about the origin of
the Christmas tree tells us that In the
beginning of the ninth century a certain St. Wlnfrled went to preach
Christianity to the people In Scandl-navi- a
and northern Germany. One
Christmas eve these people were gathered round a huge oak to offer n human sacrifice, according to the Druid
priests, but St. Wlnfrled hewed down
the great tree, and as It fell there appeared In Its place a tall young fir.
When St. Wlnfrled saw It lie cried to
the people that here was come a new
tree, unstained by blood, which, In
pointing to the sky, showed them what
they were to worship.
"It is the Christ Child," he said.
"Carry it to the castle of your chief,
nnd in future, instead of the bloody
rites of the Druids, your worship shall
be In your own homes, with ceremonies that speak the message of
pence and good will to nil. A day
will come when there shall not be a
house In the North wherein on the
birthday of Christ the whole family
shall not gather together round the
fir tree In memory of this day nnd to
the glory of the only God."
In mnny pnrts of Switzerland the
peasants nre still fervent believers In
mystic powers nnd supernatural occurrences which nnclent traditions have
reported to be prevalent during Christmastime.
And when the happy Chrlstmns days
are over, there comes New Year's eve,
with Its Jolly social and family gathern
ings nnd Its mnrvelonsly effective
of the New Year, when all the
church bells throughout the lnnd are
lifting up their voices for half an
hour.
While Christmas of IMfl will hardly
be n general day of rejoicing In many
n great country in Kurope, Switzerland is prepnrlng to celebrate It In her
usual way. There will be less laughter In the vnlleys and fewer brilliant
festivities in the fashionable winter
resorts nbove the clouds. Brotherly
love nnd sympathy for her bleeding
neighbors could not will It otherwise,
but Switzerland Is grateful to the
fate which has so fnr. In Rplte of
everything, been kind to her, and with
gratitude nnd love she will think nnd
tnke care of her soldiers watching at
the front, and she will open wide her
already generous heart to. the many
refugees whom she is sheltering and
to the destitute, homeless wanderers
passing through the country, to make
them feel that Christmas Is after all
the most wonderful day of the year.

next time we are confronted with some
situation that we think Is too great to
bear? "Do not look at God through
your difficulties, but look at your difficulties through God." For he Is your
God, and has pledged himself to meet
all your needs. Make God the lens,
the eyeglass, through which to view
your difficulties; and he will enable
you to see them as be sees them. Ton
may not know, as be knows, how the
difficulty Is going to be vanquished;
but that Is not necessary. Xou can
have the mind of Christ In the matter.

the undisturbed assurance of God himself that this thing is omnipotently
provided for. Then the word "difficulty" will always and only mean your
fresh triumph. Sunday School Times.

WHEN MOST WE NEED CHRIST ing of safety. Life Is full of evenings
In which this prayer is fitting. There
are evenings when the skies grow
When
the
Darkness
In the Gathering
dark ; and if we do not have Christ to
Shade of the Evening Begin
come In and abide with us, we shall be
to Fall.
uncomforted, while his presence fills
We always need Christ with us; but our hearts with light To all of us
when evening draws on, we need his will come at. last the evening of
presence In a special way. It Is grow- death. It will be very still about the
The breathing will become
ing dark, and In the shadows we need house.
his protection. Night makes for us a shorter and quicker; the end will be
sense of loneliness, and we need his near. Then we shall need Christ If
companionship. Night has Its dangers, he does not come tn to abide with us.
and Christ's presence gives na a feel-- It will be unutterably dark for na. We

rlng-Ing-l-

Knew What He Was Doing.
The Photographer
"Merciful heavens, Mr. Spiffkln, cant you took a little
more cheerful?"
Mr. Spiffkln "Not
for this picture. I'm to send It to my
wife, who is away on a visit and If I
looked too cheerful she'd take the first
train home.' ruck.
shall need him to light us through the
valley of shadows. Our prayer should
be: "Abide with us, for It Is toward
evening." Then his coming will bring
light and Joy. J. M. Miller.
Courageous Tommy.
Mother "Tommy, If you eat any
more of that pudding you will aee the
bogie man tonight" Tommy (after a
moment's reflection) "Well, give me
some more, anyhow. I might as well
set my mind at rest about that story,
once and for all."

WDY'S

EVENING

MRY MI
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GRAHAM

WINTER WRENS.

The Winter Wren," said

Dudcly, "Is
really with us In the Summertime too
But then he is off by himself and hus
For
nothing to do with Grown-Ups- .
he Is Shy and does not dure come too

near.
"He has the most beautiful little
Voice, und often we con benr hie
Lovely Notes and the Wonderful Music
he gives and still be quite uuuble to
see bun.
"But now and again we can get a
glimpse of hi in on some tit piece of
Grass, or some low Bash bending back
and forth with the Wind, Singing all
the time. He is very small, and his
Tail Is long and comes out Straight
behind him. Often he Perches on a
Branch so that his Tutl is above his
Head!
"Now the other day he was sitting
on a
Bush."
"What Is a
Bush?'
asked Nancy.
"A
Bush," said Dtuldy,
"is a very full and leafy Bush. In
the Spring and Summer It has tiny
pink Blossoms so small as hardly to
be seen, but as soon ns the Autumn
comes the Blossoms turn into little
round
The whole Bush
becomes full of them and looks nlmost
as though it were uiways covered with
snow.
"Another little Wren was with him.
'It's getting Cold," said the Wren to
his small Companion.
" 'Yes, we'll have to move near some
one's Home soon,' said the tiny Wren,
'Oh, how I dread the Winter. Just
imagine how awful It would be If no one
put any Bread Crumbs out for us, or
no Dog left us some of his Dinner on
a back Porch.'
" 'Now,' said Mr. Brown Wren, 'you
mustn't think of such Sud thoughts,
You always do!
Someone will look
ofter us. Yes, someone will And may
be we'll find a few Spiders now and
then in the Cracks, and then we'll
have a regular Feast.'
"The next day they were back on
the
Bush, but the day was
Wanner. Still, they knew that Win
ter would soon be coming on, and they
and
didn't dure to leave the Grown-Up- s
Snow-Berr-

y

Snow-Berr-

,

Snow-Berr-

y

y

Snow-Besrle-

'

!

Snow-Berr-

y

Mr. Sun Appeared, Shining Hard.

For though they
their Protection.
are Shy in the Summer Time, some-

how they feel Hint they hnve to depend on real People to look after them
in the Winter, for they do not go
nwny.
"Now. the Wrens love to Bathe
above all tilings! Even In the Winter
they will go through a little sheet of
Ice and get into the cold, cold water
underneath.
For they must get their
And In the Spring, when the
Baths!
tiny Wrens are brought forth from
their Mossy Nests, (he first Lesson
they have is of Bathing in some nearby
Brook.
"But this day when Mr. Brown Wren
and his little Companion were sitting
on the
Bush It was very
early In the morning. The Bush was
covered with fresh
und the
two Wrens were Delighted.
" 'The Sun will drive them sway
soon. Let's tnke them while we get
the chance,' whispered Mr. Brown
Wren.
"' Yes, yes,' said his small Compan
ion.
'And then those two little Brown
s
in their
Wrens took the
Beaks, and dropped ench one In turn
on. their Feathers.
Then they got undo some leaves full of
and shook them over their little Feathered Bodies.
"After they were well covered with
s
the
they begun to shake all
over Just ns every Bird does when
he takes a Bath. And back they went
to tnke another Bath when this one
was over. For they seemed to Enjoy
their lust warm Buth so much I
"Finally they had Bathed enough,
and Mr. Sun anpeared, shining hard.
"They perched on' the Brnnches of
y
the
Bush, and Bathed In
the hot Sun. Soon their little Fenth
era were quite dry. And then they be
gan to Sing.
"It was almost their last real Song
for they didn't care to sing when 11
was so cold. As they were singing
some other Wrens flew over to thi
Snow-Berr-y
Bush.
?
"Has there been a
they asked. 'It doesn't seem to be sc
cold.'
"'No, said Mr. Brown Wren. thh
Bush is here to tell ns that Wlntei
will soon come, hut we've had a Summer Bath in
today and sc
that's why we're Singing.'
"And once again the two Wreni
Sang a Song of Gladness because o)
p
Baths 1"
their warm
Snow-Berr-

y

Dew-Drop-

Dew-Drop-

Dew-Drop-

Dew-Drop-

Snow-Berr-

Snow-Storm-

Dew-Dro-

Dew-Dro-

Awful.
City Scout I once knew a mai
who was turned Into wood.
Country Scout Nonsense.
He wa
City Scout Not at all.
taken on a vessel and then he way
aboard.
v Kin try Scoat That's old. I knet
a boy who was dumb for yea is aw
Uiea gained speech In a minute.
City Scout How did he do It?
Country Scout Ht went Into a cj
1e shop aa4 pieces' ap a wheel aaa
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UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN.
LESSON TEXT Isaiah 9:1-GOLDEN TEXT For unto us a child
is born, unto us a son is given', and the
government shall be upon his shoulders;
and his name shall be called Wonderful.
Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace. Isa. 9:6.

The Christmas lesson naturally and
logically follows the three lessons we
have just hud from the book of the
Revelation where Jesus In his glory
hud been portrayed, and the ultimate
success of his work Is foreseen in the
new heuven and the new earth. Isaiah
saw the vision of his first coming. John
saw the vision of his second coming,
when what he begun the first time
sluill ultimately be accomplished. The
prophecy here spoken wus uttered during the relgu of Ahuz, B. C. 7:18 to
TSA.
The king of Assyria wus attacking Syria. The tribes of northern Israel were curried uwuy us captives.
Juduh was in danger of Invasion. (See
II Kings 15:29.) isuluh was preaching in his home city, Jerusalem. Ills
vision of the Messiah Savior wus not
more thun 800 years before John suw
the vision of the glorified Jesus.
I. Darkness Versus Light (vv.
V
need to go back into the eighth
chapter. to get the full historical situation of this purt of the lesson. Ahnz,
trembling in Jerusalem, had with him
the Prophet Isaiah, the wisest and
greatest man In his kingdom, yet Alms',
listened not to his words of warning
and rebuke, lie doggedly pursued his
own course and sought help in every
other quarter than the right one. This
explains Isaiah's words, "The people
that wulked in darkness." Primarily
he may hnve referred to those of the
lands of Zebulon and Naphtuli, the
Galilee of the nations (John 1:40;
7:52) nnd the light which shone in
them, which whs the light of the world,
Jesus of Nuzureth (John 8:12). But
there is a larger application In this
verse to the whole world which lay
in darkness until Jesus came, and the
whole world has seen or shall see the
With the
great light (Luke 1:78-70coming of light comes the increase of
joy (v. 3 It. V.). In Israel there Is to
be, through Christ, a wonderful InZech. 10:8). In
crease (Isa. 49:20-22- ;
Christ there Is to be great Joy, the Joy
of harvest and of victory. The religion of Jesus Christ Is
the religion of Joy (Acts 8:8; Phil.
4:4; I Peter 1:8) but the Child thnt
was to be born was to be a Deliverer
too, for the "yoke of burden" wus a tax
of $1,800,000 that had recently been
levied by the king of Assyria, It was
n night of thick darkness for Israel.
Then, even ns now, we have the moral
But
darkness. (Read Horn. 1
the prophet suw the joy of deliverance.
Jerusalem hod been left in peuce,
Hezeklnh succeeded his father, Ahaz,
and entered upjm a religious revlvul in
the kingdom. The people who hud
wulked In durkness hud seen a new
light. The prophet snw the dawning
rays through the midst of this durkness of Ignorance being removed. He
also saw the coming of the Light of
Men 700 yenrs luter, and the multiplication of the nations, the Increase
of their Joy. When Jesus comes again
he will deliver Israel from her present
oppressors thut huve ground her down
these many centuries, and will then exalt Israel above the nations (Zech. 12:
.
9:12-17- ;
But Jesus Is
delivering men today, removing every
sort of yoke of burden, and breaking
the rod of oppressors (John 8:30;
He also Is bringing
Math. 11:28).
pence to men, nnd with the consummation of his work, wurs will cease.
Shall we not nil pray for the speedy
consummation of that day? "Even so,
come Lord Jesus."
II. Unto Us a Son Is Born (vv.
The greatest Joy for Israel In Isaluh'8
time was In this vision of the Messiah
the promised Snvior. Isaiah Is look
We are
ing uliead seven centuries.
looking back nineteen. He was to be
king over his people. Name and title
Is here given. (1) "Wonderful" because of his nature, being both human and divine. The word made flesh
nnd dwelt among us. (2) "Counselor,"
one who has the wisdom to guide himself nnd others. No one guided by him
hns ever fniled of true success. (3)
"The Mighty God." He wus truly God
ro that we can trust him to the uttermost. He can also save to the uttermost. (4) "Everlasting Father," expressing his divine loving kindness nnd
with the Futher. (5)
He Is also "Prince of Peace," the one
who rules so that peace and prosperity abide In his kingdom. He brings
peace between man and God, and between man and man. He is the peace
of the soul as well as bringing
peace to the soul. The completeness
of this picture which Isaiah saw is
the one which St John saw, of which
we have been recently studying. These
two verses are marvelous ones, not
only because of the clear prediction of
Jesus of Nazareth, made more than
seven centuries before his first advent,
but marvelous also for the fullness
and richness of the revelation they contain concerning the person, character
and work of Christ. This King Is to
be the king of a growing kingdom. Of
the Increase of his government there
Is to be no end. He Is also to be a
king upon the throne of David. Jesns
was David's descendant and lineal heir,
and his kingdom Is the development of
that kingdom.
He is to order It, govern It, manage
It, rule It, control It with justice, establish It and make It Arm and enduring.
All manner of rights between classes
and Individuals will be settled with
without
Justice and righteousness
which no kingdom can be successful
and endure.
:20-32-

8:20-2:t)-

Here Ars 8ix Recipes, Affording Vari.
ety That Is Needed in These

Preparations.

The KITCAm In

Beet Sulud Boll some beets and cut
Into dice, add suit, pepper, a little oil
and vinegar, und let them stand an
hour; then arrange in plies on plutes
and udd a tablespooiiful of capers und
us ninny cut-u- p
olives and serve with
mayonnaise.
Fish Salad Pick up any cold cooked
fish or use canned salmon, arrange It
In a pile in a dish with quarters of
eggs, alternating with lemon quurters around the edge nnd musk
the lish with mayonnaise.
Orange Salad Tnke large, seedless
oranges und cut into slices; arrange
in a circle, the edges overlapping, and
put a walnut liulf In the middle of each
piece. Watercress may be arranged In
the center of the dish or not, and put
French dressing over all.
in
Banana Sulad (.'lit bananas
halves crosswise and lay on lettuce or
by themselves on a flat dish, Sprinkle
well Willi chopped peanuts nnd serve
with mayonnaise dressing.
Pencil Salad Drain canned pearlies
and wipe dry ; put a spoonful of mayonnaise made witli cream Into the middle of each one. Apricots may be used
instead of peaches.
hard-boile- d

We eat to live, not live to eat. Any
excess In eating or drinking, alike is a
source of countless ills. In all living,
health is of primary consideration.

SEASONABLE DISHES.
The following are a few choice
dishes which muy be served when en-- '
tertulning friends:
Jugged Rabbit.
Cut the ruhblts in
s erving-stze- d
pieces, saute them
in u hot frying pun
in a little butter or
bucoii fat, cooking
a few slices ut the
sume time. Put the
rabbit into a casserole with a small
onion, nnd the juice of u lemon ; add
a cupful of stock, cover and set the
dish in a pun of hot water In the oven
and cook three hours und a liulf ; serve
with brown sauce, poured over all.
Chill
stewed
Somerset Salad.

prunes anil remove the stones. Fill
the cavities with peanuts. Arrange
the prunes in groups of threes in nests
of head lettuce, sprinkle with
peanuts and pour over it a
French dresschilled,
ing Just us it goes to the tahe.
Sauted Lima Beans. Souk dried
limit beans ill cold wuler to cover until soft, drain them and dry between
soft cloth, utter cooking In bulling water until tender. Then cook in a hot
frying pan with a Utile butter until
well browned; silnkle with chopped
pursley und serve piping hot.
f
West Chester Salsd. Use
n grapefruit, one orange, one cupful
of pineapple, one upp.e, one cupful of
white grapes nnd n half cupful of tender celery. Cut nil In uniform pieces,
the grapes in half nnd remove the
seeds. Make a French dressing of a
fourth of a cupful of oil, the juice of
a lemon (not more than two
; one tensp jonful each of sugar and suit and u half teaspoonful of
paprika. Add this to the fruits and
let stand un hour to inarlntitu. Drain
and arrange on lettuce leaves with a
half cupful of boiled or steamed nils-Inund mayonnaise dressing.
Moravian Sugar Bread. When making bread tnke out a piece, roll thin
and lay in a pie tin. When risen make
holes with the finger und fill with butter nnd brown sugar, then dust cinnamon over the loaf und bake.
-cuke
dough may be treated In tills

linely-rlmppc- d

BUILT-I-

BOX

N

FOR

KITCHEN

Takes Up Little Room, and Is Most
Handy Receptacle for Necessary
Wood o Coal.

I am sending u .simple plan for a
wood or coal box in the kitchen one
that will save many steps, as well as

across
a freshly
muddy tracks
scrubbed floor.
Leave an opening In the kitchen wall
3 feet square. Then make a box Inside

sretr

i

fty

highly-seasone-

one-hul-

s

Coffee-

feet high, 3 feet long, 2 feet wide.
Six inches from the buck make a cover or door 18 Indies wide. Put to3

gether with hinges.
Now, for the outside:
Top, 20
inches wide ; length, 3 feet ; diagonal
height, 40 Inches, and 0 Inches from
the back make a door 14 inches wide.
Paint or varnish to mutch the woodwork.
Paint the outside like the
house. Mrs. Ruth Cruwford in Farm
Progress,

manner.

Among all the basic prlnolplos of
economic life, none Is more vital than
d
adult
this that every
should have a Job; that he should work
Is
at the thing for which he best suited
and best fitted, and lliut he should be
paid the full value for whut he produces.
GOOD DISHES FOR DINNER.
An
left-ove-

Arithmetic of Mixing Bowl.
There are n number of fixed proportions used in nil recipes, und the following lire standard :
f
as much liquid us flour for
as
mult!!) und butter cukes;
mucll liquid as flour for soft doughs
is for biscuit.
as much liquid as flour
for stilt doughs ns for bread.
f
as much butto
ter as sugar for ail butter cakes.
One to one nnd n half teaspoonftils
3f linking powder to n cupful of flour
for batter doughs.
ns much shortening as
Hour for pastry.
One teaspoonful of soda to one pint
if sour milk.
Due-hal-

one-thir- d

One-fourt- h

One-thir- d

one-hal-

One-thir- d

Bananas Filled With Cream.
Remove one section of the peel from
us many hnniinas as you wish to serve.
Take out the pulp willi a teaspoon and
force through vegetable ricer. For six
hummus allow one cupful powdered
sugar, one cupful of thick crenm, one-thir- d
cupful of sweet milk beaten together, and one teuspoonful of lemon
Juice. Fill the hiinunii skins and put

the section that was removed. Set
fruit into a lard pail, put
on cover nnd pack in equal parts suit
nnd Ice. After being packed one and
f
hours they will be ready to
on

the stuffed

one-hul-

serve.

Ginger Puff Pudding.
f
Cream
cupful of butter, add
two tahlespoonfuls of sugar, two eggs
well beaten, one cupful milk, two und
f
cupfuls of flour mixed and
sifted with three tenspoonfuls of linking powder,
cupful of ginger cut in small pieces und one
of ginger sirup. Turn into a
buttered mold nnd steam one nnd
hours.
Serve with
cream sweetened nnd flawhipped
vored with ginger sirup nnd a speck of
salt.
one-hal-

one-hal-

h

table-spoonf-

three-qunrte-

Coconut Pumpkin Pie.

One pint pumpkin pulp, one pint
good milk, three eggs, one-ha- lf
cupful

coconut,

one, tablespoonful
salt,
teaspoonful ginger, one teaspoonful mace. Mix the Ingredients
together thoroughly. The white and
yolks of the eggs should be beaten
Pour Into pastry-lineseparately.
tins and bake. M. M. Wright, in
Mother's Magazine.
grated
butter,

onofourth teaspoonful

one-ha- lf

d

Codfish Croquettes.
Soak
pound codfish over
night and In morning drain and cook
until soft This is for salt cod. Chop
fine, add a little seasoning, an eg. a
very little milk and a teaspoonful ot
flour ; shape, brush with egg, roll with
bread crumbs snd fry brown In hot
lard. The same rule may be used with
any cold fresh fish. Separate from
bone and chop fine. Proceed as above.
one-ha- lf

Woman's Realm

Fancy Combs and Other Hair Ornaments Are of the Most Brilliant
Materials Tresses of Every Hue Shown Off to the Best
Advantage by Their Sparkle Georgeous Fans for
Midwinter Everywhere in Evidence.

Plain Cauliflower Snlud. Boil a nice
cauliflower and break up Into flowerets; serve very cold with French dressing.

(By E, O. SELLERS, Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course In the Moody
HI bio Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright. 1916, Western Newspaper Union.)

LESSON FOR DECEMBER

FOR THOSE FOND OF SALADS

r

,,isl1 to ""lk" fro,n
,uf beef Is beef olives.
Seef Olives. Cut thin
sllcvti ot roust beef and
put ufctiiej rhnp the trimmings and Mis too small
to serve, season with

roat

dreslng
poultry
crumbs, nlliw one

and

tuhle-spoouf-

of the dressing
for cncli slice of beef ;
spread the slices with
the mixture, tie up and
put into u saucepan with
a Utile fut to brown; when well
browned add a Utile hot water nnd
simmer until they are thoroughly
heated through. Season with stilt und
pepper, malic a hrnwu suuee and pour
over the rolls when ready to serve.
Add very thinly sliced oranges to n
Clear tomato soup.
Roast Squabi. Stuff the birds with
the livers fried und chopped tine, to
which lias been lidded two tablespoon-fill- s
of butter, one tenspoonrul of
f
a cupchives, chopped line;
ful of bread crumbs, one beaten egg.
salt, pepper, cayenne anil a little nutmeg. After stalling tuck the necks of
the birds under (lie wings, tie, rub with
butter nnd bake twenty to thirty minutes. Serve on toast moistened with
the gravy from the pun. Garnish with
watercress.
Try this stuffing for your Christmas
goose: Two cupfuls of hot mashed potatoes, a half cupful of sliced walnut
meats, one teuspoonful of grated onion,
one teuspoonful of salt, n half
of paprika, one tnblespoonful
of butter, one teaspiHinful of powdered
sage, the yolks of two eggs and four
tublespoonfuls of cream; blend well
and stuff the goose, not too full.
Chocolate Soup (From the German).
Heat gradually one quart of sweet
milk; with a portion of It soften nnd
stir smooth five tahlespoonfuls of
grated chocolate, let gradually come to
a boll and simmer eight minutes,
sweetening to taste. Beat four eggs,
add a little of the milk before It Is
too hot, then add the eggs, heating
well. Let stnnd where It will keep
hot, add the stiffly beaten whites of
two eggs, sweetened with two table- spoonfuls of sugnr. Drop the egg
white by tenspoonfuls and cover with
a close lid to cook the whites. Serve
cold.
Chicken Livers With Rice. Cook a
cupful of rice In a kettle of salted wa
ter until tender, then drain In a colan
der and set In the oven with the door
open. Sprinkle four to six chicken
livers with flour, salt snd pepper and
saute In a little butter. Make a tomato sauce, cooking 15 minutes, a pint
one-lial-

or cuu of tomato, one sliced onion, one
clove, two bay leuves, a sprig of parsley, two stalks of celery or a saltspoon-fu- l
of celery seed, a blade of mace,
two teuspoonfuls of sugar, und salt and
pepper to taste. Put through a sieve
and add a tablespoonful each of
butter and flour rubbed together.
Pour slowly into this the hot strained
toniuto. Arrange the hot livers in the
center of u plutter, with the rice ns a
border and the sauce poured over the
livers.

Few young people realize what h
weulth of resources the women who
live In the country have
for Christmas
giving.
Those who live in the
southern states with the
weulth of beautiful
moss, kuiuqiiuts, limes,
alligator pears and ninny
of the different fruits
and vegetables that the
Northerner seldom sees,
und if seen cost such
prices thut ordinary
purses cannot open to them. For such
u basket of strange foods with n note
of instruction ns to what it contains
and how it Is to be prepared, the recipients would thank them most
gratefully. How many people in the
,
North ever saw n chuyote or a
yet these are quite as common
In the South ns cuiillllower in the
North. Those who are sick of the sight
of fish, might delight an Inland cousin
with a basket of the fish so highly
prized because not near at hand.
Where wild game abounds and the
laws do not prohibit sending it, such a
gift Is n choice present. If you live
near the woods where pine abounds
with Its beautiful cones, a gunny sack
of them for your friend to use in his
fireplace for Christmas eve would
A hunch of
surely lie appreciated.
herbs, or lavender for the linen closet,
n pillow" of hops for the wakeful
friend, n basket of popcorn balls or
a few vegetables, well washed and arranged in u basket, for the friend with
a small family, this may be so filled
that It will he as attractive us a basket of flowers.
If you ever tried to buy a spruce
tree In the city you may appreciate
what the gift of a small one for her
dinner table would meiin to your city
t
baskets filled with
cousin.
ferns, alder berries and other bits of
nature which delight the eye may be
given for u centerpiece for her living-rootable for your city friend. Hose
hips, partridge berries, wlntergreen
berries and others may he strung to
decorate the Christinas tree. Do you
hnve honey, or make maple sirup,
ike fruit
canned fruit and J"Ules
cukes, cookies or country doughnuts,
he sure any of these will be hailed
with Joy by the friends In town.

Some of them add perfumed wood to

their charms.
In one of the funs shown here the
sticks ure of pluln Ivory strung together near the top with nurrow ribbon.
The material is worthy the fine art in
the painting which adorns (lt a picscene with men
turesque drawing-rooin satins and luces und women with
them.
powdered and curled coiffures.
A fun of the fashionable pulmlcuf
The original patterns of some of our
?ombs and ornamental pins are made shape Is made of satin 'delicately em:f real Jewels nnd other precious broidered in steel bends mounted on
curved Ivory sticks with gold tracings.
things, and the Imitations differ so
from them In nppeariince that the Many of the newest fans are of quills,
jreat difference in price Is not worth curled und uncurled ostrich feathers,

dash-een-

r3F

s"'

GRACEFUL

PATTERNS

IN

HAIR

ORNAMENTS.

and the richest ones are still of fine
lace with
sticks.
A luxurious bag for a fine fan is
pictured also. White satin decorate1
No less a personage than Madame with spangles, gold luce and gold bruli'.,
Flore Revullle of the Russian Ilullet put it In u class with any handsome
Is pictured here wearing two of the fun. The envelope
closing fastens
combs and one of the headbands that with a snap fustener, und gold cord
are fashionable Just now. They adapt provides tile hangers.
,
themselves to cither the high or low
collVtire, the combs looking particularly
well with a high hulrdress.
The heudbnlid shown Is of silver set
with rhinestones, and It bears u crest
All That Glitters.
it the front of silver filigree, which ulso
A
of black velvet
sparkles with small brilliants.
Silver anil rhinestones have the ad- with a crown of solid Jet spangles
vantage of other more colorful things, an innovation surely, it hut emphasize),
Jasamlne Is sweet and has many loves,
liecnuse they look well witli hair of thi- renewed Interest in Jet for all pnrU
And the broom's betrothed to the
any color. Raven locks and those like of the wardrobe.
bee;
A chemise entirely of silver lac
But I will plluht with the dainty rose,
snow, and nil the shades between, lire
Kur fairest of all is she.
with silver ribbons over the shoulder?
set off by their keen sparkle.
-- Hood.
One of the back combs shown Is is carrying the metal Idea to an exespecially good looking with blonde treme, but a lovely extreme without a
DISHES NOT EXPENSIVE.
liulr. Il Is of amber with gold tracery. doubt. A boudoir cap to match thin
a piece of underwear Is trimmed with
To the housewife who needs to use and small Inset rhinestones muke it
spirited hair ornament. The other is old blue velvet ribbon.
every cure in her expenditure, rice Is a of
A new metal cloth with a dull silver
chased and filigree silver to which
food to which we
should turn. It Is
still at a reasonable price nnd may
be used two or
three times a week
on our tables in
the form of a vegetable or dessert.
Seasoned with but
ter, pepper nnd salt It makes u very
Simply
good substitute for potato.
boiled and salted and served with
cream ami sugar it is a very dainty
breakfast food and the numerous ways
in which It may serve us a dessert ore
ton many to name. If you have never
tried u chocolate sauce with plain
boiled rice, you huve yet to enjoy u
popular dish.
Baked Pears. Wnsli nnd nrrunge
the pears in a deep baking dish with
water, sugar, lemon Juice, and butter
in the pan to use for basting. Huste
them during the linking and conk long
enough to give the sauce a rich brown
color and the pears will be especially
delicious. Serve us n dessert or they
may be served witli the roast if so
desired.
Scald n pint of
Coffee Ice Cream.
FANS THAT FLOURISH IN MIDWINTER.
milk wflh a half cupful of dry coffee,
until well steeped. Strain into three rliinestoiies lend the
The
necessary sparkle sheen shows stripes of color.
slightly beaten eggs, one cupful of These combs are worn in the hair in stripes are very wide. One could imaa
Return
of
suit.
and
pinch
sugnr
gine tills only us an underskirt for a
positions.
to the fire and cook until the mixture ninny
With no sensible reason for flourish- tulle evening gown.
coats the spoon. Add a quart of cream
In midwinter, and with the inconand freeze. Serve with marslimiillow ing
sistency of tilings feminine, fans ure
sauce.
Attractive Blouse.
now in the Jienitli of their popuMarshmallow Sauce. In the upper Just
Most blouses have a bishop sleeve,
ure bits of splendor that
They
larity.
a
double
boiler
fourth
a
put
part of
touch to winter toil- whether they are in linen or silk or
the
of a pound of iniirshmallows. When give andfinishingbecome
ettes,
they
especially en- chiffon. A good model in linen, with a
boilon
a
made
Miur
by
melted,
simp
the holidays. Just high collar opens down the front. The
before
ticing
just
a
fourth
ing one cupful of sugar and
how they are more in evidence in the loops and crocheted buttons stnrt at
of a cupful of water ten minutes. Add
shops than they ever will be in the the neck, but are not buttoned 'ill n
f
a teaspoonful of vanilla and hottest
low decollete is reached. The blouse
of midsummer weather.
cool.
new funs fronts are outlined with several rows
asked
for
the
The
prices
Roast Beef Salad. Very rare roast
of soutache bruid. ISIack silk rilibon,
beef is excellent for 'salad. Cut In are rather outrageously high, but,
which runs under the waist over the
is
measured
their
money
beauty,
by
very thin slices and marinate in a
All the corners shoulder, emerges to view in front and
French dressing In which a finely something to forget.
of the earth are railed nimn to furnish falls in n long tassclcd end below the
chopped slice of onion has been added. the materials and the art that
produce waistline, passing under the belt A
Serve on a platter garnished with poThey are limitless in variety, hand of this rihlton, encircling the cuff,
tato salad, pickled beets and lettuce. them.most
of them sparkle and gleam shows only on the outside. The wrist
and
with the soutache.
and flush and please with lovely color. rutiles are encirci.-These beautiful
imitations
irlng the high art of the jeweler within reach of other people tliuu million-tllrewhile.

mnthcr-of-pcu-

Five-cen-

-

one-hal-

Wise and Foolish Debt.
Don't worry If you are In debt ; that
is If It is wise debt, such as paying for
your education or home. Being in
debt is a great thing for those who
know bow to use the method wisely.
American Magazine.

Confusion of Tongues.
More than 4.000 languages are
When celery Is scarce, cabbage
spoken throughout the world. It is eschopped fine, with plenty of celery timated that Including; dialects, there
seed, will be found a fine substitute In arc snore than 200,000 varieties of hu- salads.
Eojua speech.

Son a Lucky Boy.
Father (to his old friend's pretty
I
daughter) "Good b) , my dear I
won't kiss yon; I have such a cold."
His Bon (with alacrity) "Can I ds
anything for you, fatherl"

.

"am-jer-

lit-:l- e

CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT HAND.

Traffic Cop's Wisdom.
"Why do yon yell so at pedestrians?
Veiling at 'em won't keep 'em from
being run over." "I don t know about
that" said the traffic cop. Tve known
a good yell to lift 'em across the tracks
and ont of danger."

In Place of Celery.

"
We use the terms "silver" and
and "tortoise shell" quite recklessly in talking of fancy combs and hair
irnaments, but we really mean things
thut look like silver und umber and
tortoise shell. Real silver is labeled
'sterling," und real anther or shell
are seen so Infrequently that
t Is not often necessury to describe

The Newest Hats.
The hats of the moment are dull.
There Is a "cloche" hnt with a high
crown, a Chinese hat with a wide,
turned-tibrim, and quantities of solemn toques. But any day may bring
a quite new shape which will abolish
this dullness, and meanwhile the wiser
women are keeping to the becoming
d
shapes worn with a
s
The new
veil.
and coats seem to need a fairly high hst, but as yet they are all
too heavy or too hard. It does not
three-cornere-

well-put-o- n

tailor-made-

look ns if feathers will be much worn,

but fur is still used lavishly. The
plainness of the present coiffure
n .ikes simplicity in hats a necessity,
and although some .voting women are
to be seen wearing fantastic curls
about their ears and neck, those coiffures are not in the best style.
Find Milk Good Lubricant
Milk has been fonnd to be a bettef
cutting lubricant than oil In a Chicago

gear factory that Is manufuctnrlng
blind nuts oat of soft machine tteei
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iter is determined by the coniiius .TEACHING THE CHILD
The loving touch of the hand, dear,
V. S. Mardi.il. A. If. Hudspeth, re- sioncrs.
The gentle and winsome tone,
turned from Mbiniiiet iiip Tuesday
HOW TO PRODUCE
voll ha(1 no time or thought for
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Mrs N. B. Laughlin has returned
from Texas where she spent several
weeks visiting relatives and fr:nds.
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EIGHT BIG PAGES FOR LESS THAN 3C PER WEEK

The Presbyterian Ladies' Aid soci
ety will meet with Mrs. Thomas
Doran, Friday afternoon,
at the STATE RECORD
Montezuma Hotel.

$1.50 A YEAR SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Mrs. Arthur Seligman and daugh-Ar- e PUBLISHED FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK AT THE CAPITAL
jter Mrs J. W. Match, have gone to
Loronano ucacn, California, to re
main for the winter and early spring
STATE PUBLISHING CO. PUBLISHERS.
months.

A "Cabaret Show," followed by a
GENERAL STATE NEWS
STATE SOCIETY NEWS
dance, took place at the Library
haill Saturday night, given by the
memners ot tne santa be Uub. A
STATE POLITICS NEWS
OFFICIAL STATE NEWS
lively program was provided for the
entertainment of the members and
.several invited guests. Those taking
a 'eading part in the evenings per- STATE MINING NEWS
DIES AT AGE OF $4.
CAPITAL CITY NEWS
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Superititendnt
and He'en Schmit, Miss Louise
" chambers
pharmacy. Take a tablespoonful of the
Junta. Superintendent F. T.. Myers
Miss Elaine Binding and Miss tea,
.
commerce.
.
c
u
i of
put a cup of boiling water upon
j
Rosalie White.
The scenic highway and other road
it, pour through a sieve and drink
,lTT. vv mi
'
erC.erlnRobt,Mn,n.d
teacup full at any time during the
day or before retiring. It Is the most
of other officials. A special
fta.
effective way to break a cold and cure
j6a,
jA.
Ae. av
jt, jfta. &. Aa. jA. ja.
as it opens the pores of the akin,
A. grip,
A,
CALIENTE, NEW MEXICO
Also loosen the
relieving congestion.
her of minor matters finally dis- bowels,
cold.
a
thus,
breaking
up
n a"
T.oC ,har,,o,''S.
60
THREE AMENDMENTS CARRIED
Try it the next time you suffer from
cold or the grip. It is inexpensive
conveand entirely vegetable, therefore safe
FIVE LOST IN COLORADO
and harmless.
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Swastika
Cerrillos
Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Cord and
Coal, Madrid Smithing
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Dec.

The people of
i.oioraao oeteated tne beer amend
ment at the last election by a majority of 85.789 and adopted the
Denver,

?n"e.

S.

"

passenger
.. .., agentf.
. repre- imunrnt oi ine insane Dy oJSV3.
Tbe official co"nt on th amendments
attended
--

SSSn? bSfar." rtT

New

,'Sllr2
n&tfX&J'X

Mexico

State Corporate, which hegun
&
Ttirsday. of this week.
practice of medicine, the one for the
The purpose of the meeting wai humane
care and treatment of the
i
to consider tne proposition ot
insane, and the one relating to the
-- .ut.
,n
investment of the pnbl c school funds,
this state, thesckc.
corporatton commis- - At the same time they defeated the
sion some time ago, having issued other five. Those defeated were the
an order to all the railroads to show Hvil service hill, the heer amendment
cause why uch rate should not be the act to abolish the tax commisput into effect.
sion, the herd law, and the proposed
The railroad men contend that such constitutional convention.
a rate would be an actual loss to
The largest vote on the amend
them on every passenger carried. ments cast was cast on the beer
The Santa Fe railroad sets forth that 'amendment, 240,479. The smallest
the cost for operating expenses and vote was cast on the proposed cons
taxes per passenger rfffle for New titutional amendment, the total vote
Mexico intrastate bnsiness was 3.16 on that being 123,109. The vote on
cents in 1915 and 3.08 cents in 1916, the herd law was only 66 below the
without any allowance for return on vote on the beer amendment, the
the investment, and that with the total rote being 240,413
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i Christmas Tree
X
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If Not Now is the Time

THE BOY SCOUTS

: are prepared to deliver any size
tree you desire at the time you
jX
want it. Prices range from 25cts
X to $1.00. Sizes up to nine feet
high.

See Athington White
or Phone

235-- J

CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS,

0J0
miles North of Santa Fe, on D. &. R. G.
New Hotel now open, every modern
nience.
Automobiles meet all trains at Taos Junction,
upon request or wire eleven miles from

Have You Ordered That

X

BEFORE COMMISSIONERS

irfni ?P

Lev-ese-

nP

n?rf.;;

Railroad

E

STIFF. ACHING

JOINTS

Bub 8ortues from joints and maaolet
with a small trial bottle of
old St. Jacobs Oil
Stop "dosing" rheumatism.
one ease in fifty
It's pain only:
requires internal treatment. Rub sooth"St.
Oil" right
.fncnhg
ing, penetrating
OB the "tender spot," nal by the time
you say Jack Ilubins.u
.,it come the
rheumatic pain.
Su .T:u!r Oil" Is
a harmless rhcuni.iH--- cute v. ieh never
hum tl skin. It
disappoints and iK'-n- 't
takes pain, eoreneri and p,;tTness from
nd bones; stops
aching joints, miisc.
sciatica, lumbago, backache, neuralgia.
I
Limber up
Get a 25 cent bottle
honest "St Jacobs Oil"
of
from any drug store, and In a moment
youll be free from pains, aches and
stiffness.
Don't puffer I Bob rheum- sway.

nt

i

old-tim-

springs.

RATES.
,

'

$2.50 to $4.00 per day
$17.00 to $20.00 week
$65.00 to $80.00 month

Private baths, steam heat.
"A trip to Ojo Caliente Hot Springs will prolong your life"
For further particulars address
A, F. JOSEPH, MANAGER.
Ojo Caliente Taos County New Mexico
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